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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Husqvarna PT26 D is a professional machine intended for professional use and large lawns. It can also be
equipped with accessories for snow removal, sweeping, etc.
This book is intended to be an aid for those who work with servicing Husqvarna PT26 D. We assume that
you have education equivalent to secondary vocational training for vehicle mechanics, occupational sector
machines or cars.
You may work as a mechanic or workshop supervisor at one of Husqvarna’s service workshops or at clients
or in the field as a travelling mechanic.
The book covers model years 2006 to 2008. Following introduced modifying kits, the deviations between
the model years are minor. The main difference is the parking brake lock mechanism. The modifications
have been introduced to include design improvements in:
•

Electric system

•

The hydraulic pump's drive.

•

The drive system’s hydraulic pump.

•

Drive of the power take-off shaft for the cutting unit with double V-belts.

•

Muffler.

The workshop manual covers the machine including removal and assembly of subcontractor components.
For disassembly / assembly, adjustment and test of subcontractor components, we refer to the manual
published by the respective subcontractor. See “Engine” on page 28 and “System components Manuals”
on page 48. We recommend acquiring these manuals to obtain fully comprehensive service documentation
for the machine.
The book is made up of the following chapters:
•

Safety instructions, a selection which is important when carrying out service on the machine.
Additional safety regulations can be found in the Operator’s manual.

•

Special tools, tips on tool requirements. Some tools are sold by Husqvarna.

•

Specifications, a quick-reference book with data selected for mechanics’ needs.

•

Delivery and dealer service, action lists for planned maintenance of the machine.

•

Design and function, training aids for those who want to learn how the machine works.

•

Repair instructions, work instructions and adjustment instructions where risks of personal injury,
material damage or incorrect assembly are prioritised.

•

Trouble shooting, trouble shooting instructions and trouble shooting guide.

•

Appendixes, diagrams, etc., which can be used for more than one section of the book.

•

Index, keyword register with page referrals.

When the workshop manual is used as a PDF-file with screen presentation, referrals in the text, list of contents
and index are in the form of clickable hypertext links when the indexfinger symbol appears on the screen.
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LEDGER OF CHANGES
Ledger of changes
Enter changes and corrections in the workshop manual into the table below. Changes can be reported by
Husqvarna AB as a service message or equivalent.

Date
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Page

Revision

Signature

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Safety Instructions
General Instructions
This workshop manual is written for personnel with general knowledge about the repair and service of riders.
The workshop where the rider is to be repaired must be equipped with safety equipment in accordance with
local bylaws.

No one may repair the rider unless they have read and understood the content of this workshop manual.
The machine is tested and approved only with the equipment originally provided or recommended by the
manufacturer.
This workshop manual contains the following boxes in relevant places.

WARNING!
The warning box warns of the risk
of personal injury if the instructions
are not followed.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This box warns of material damage if the
instructions are not followed.

Special Instructions
The fuel used in the rider has the following hazardous properties:
•

The fluid and its vapour are poisonous.

•

Can cause eye and skin irritation.

•

Can cause breathing problems.

•

Is environmentally hazardous. One litre of diesel fuel can destroy up to 1 million litres of drinking water.

Diesel is less flammable than petrol at normal temperatures, but becomes very combustible if heated to the
flash point. This varies depending on the type of diesel but is normally higher than +50ºC (120ºF).
When using compressed air, do not direct the jet towards the body. Air can penetrate into the blood circulation system, which entails mortal danger.
Use eye protection when working with tensioned springs.
Use hearing protection when test running.
Remember diesel exhaust fumes are carcinogenic.

After test running, do not touch the muffler until it has cooled. Risk of burns. Use protective gloves when
working with the muffler.
The blades are sharp and can cause cuts and gashes. Use protective gloves when handling the blades.
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Use eye protection when working with the cutting unit. The belt tensioning spring can break, fly off, and
could cause personal injury.
Use eye protection when working with the battery with the plugs removed. Be especially careful when
handling battery acid. Acid on the skin can cause serious corrosive injuries. In the event of spillage on the
skin wash immediately with water.
Acid in the eyes can cause blindness; contact a doctor immediately.
Be careful when servicing the battery. Explosive gases form in the battery. Never perform maintenance on
the battery while smoking or in the vicinity of open flames or sparks. This can cause the battery to explode
and cause serious injuries.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Waste oil and old filters shall be handled
as hazardous waste.
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Risk of sparking
Sparking can occur when working with the
battery and the thick cables in the starter
motor circuit.
This may cause the battery to explode, fire or
eye injuries.
Sparking in the circuit can not occur once the
battery's power connection cable (usually the
black negative cable) has been disconnected.

8009-728

Risk of sparking

Avoid sparking and its consequences by:
•

Wearing protective glasses.

•

Make sure that the fuel cap is fitted and
that no flammable liquids are stored in an
open container.

•

Do not work on the starter motor circuit in
the vicinity of spilt fuel.

•

Disconnect the battery's power connection cable (usually the black negative
cable) first and connect it last.

•

Exercise care with tools so that short
circuiting does not occur.

•

Do not short circuit across the starter
relay's connections to run the starter
motor.

Engine repairs
•

Immediately consult a doctor if the skin
comes into contact with fuel, which is
under high pressure.

•

The combustible material in some of the
engine’s components (e.g. certain seals)
can be very dangerous if ignited. Never
allow burnt material to come into contact
with skin or eyes.

•

Do not turn over the engine by hand without preventing the engine from starting,
which can be done in different ways:
a. Remove the glow plugs, no compression, engine easier to turn.
b. Loosen one pressure pipe connection
on every diffuser pipe by ½ a turn.
c. Secure the injection pump stop arm in
position for zero supply.

•

Allow the machine to cool before taking
any actions in the engine room.
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Environment protection
Take care of the environment, there are numerous environmental risks especially when performing maintenance on the machine. This particularly applies when dealing with engine oil, hydraulic fluid, fuel, oil filters,
hydraulic filters and fuel filters. You must be attentive to ensure spillage does not occur when you open a
system that contains oil or fuel.
•

Always wipe up spillage. When using cloths, sawdust or oil absorbents, these should be treated as
environmentally hazardous waste. Follow local regulations.

•

Choose an area, preferably with a concrete floor, when you handle or store oils and fuel so that you
can clear up any spillage without it penetrating into the ground.

•

Avoid spillage, use a funnel and fill up carefully.

•

When draining, ensure that a suitably sized container is placed correctly. Remember that the oil does
not always run straight down.

•

Transfer the waste oil into a sealed container and hand in for destruction. Remember to follow local
regulations. Generally you can deposit waste oil at workshops or petrol stations that handle waste oil.

•

Replaced oil and fuel filters are environmental hazardous waste, handle them as waste oil.

•

Do not spill fuel when refuelling. One litre of diesel fuel can, according to the Swedish Rescue Services
Agency, destroy up to one million litres of drinking water. Spilt fuel is a fire risk.

•

Wash your hands thoroughly when the job is done.

•

Coolant is poisonous and sweet. Ensure that animals do not come into contact with open containers or
pools of fluid.
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SPECIAL TOOLS
Special Tools
The machine is designed so that the number of special tools is kept to a minimum.
The following special tools are used when working on the rider.
Special tools for the engine and transmission are specified in resp. Workshop Manuals.

Phillips
RPM
TOT

MEM

Pozidrive

Torx
DIGITAL TACHOMETER

8009-853

Laser tachometer

8043-159

Screw types

8043-161

Open ring spanner adapter for
torque wrench (Bacho)

Special tools

1 set of torque wrenches 4-100 Nm.
1 torque wrench 200 Nm.
Open ring spanners for tightening hydraulic connections.
17, 19, 22, 27, 32 mm.
Torx screwdriver T-25.
Cross tip screwdriver set Phillips (marking P).
Cross tip screwdriver set Pozidrive (markingPZ).
Metric threads are used on the machine.
Exception, the following components have imperial threads:
•

Hydraulic components from:
Sauer-Danfoss.

•

Brake.
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SPECIAL TOOLS
Hydraulic test equipment
Manometer
1 x manometer 0-2.5 MPa (0-25 bar)
1 x manometer 0-25 MPa (0-250 bar)
Alternatively, 1 x combination manometer with the above measuring ranges.
The manometers should be equipped with a measuring coupling with appropriate quick coupling with
thread M16x2 and 1 mm manometer hose
Measuring nipple kit
Tightening torque see “Hydraulic hoses, coupling nuts, T-pipe + 5%. Counterhold required.” on page 16.
and “Hydraulic connecting nipples in material + 5%” on page 16..
For measuring point P1: 7/16” UNF-20 in
axial piston pump and M16x2-DKLO for
manometer connection. Intermediate
coupling thread M14x1.5.

8043-240

Nipples for measuring point P1

For measuring point P2: 9/16” JIC for T-pipe
and M16x2 for manometer connection.

8043-241

Nipples for measuring point P2

For measuring point P3, P4, P5 Q2: 9/16”
UNF-18 in flushing valve and M16x2-DKLO
for manometer connection. Intermediate
coupling thread M14x1.5.
For measuring point Q1: 9/16” JIC
and steel plug 9/16” JIC inner thread.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD, Avoid spillage during hydraulic measurements.
Waste oil shall be treated as environmentally hazardous and turned in to the workshop or other designated area for disposal.

8043-242

Nipples for measuring points P3, P4, Q2

Avoid skin contact; wash with soap and
water in case of spills.

8043-243

Nipples for measuring point P5
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SPECIAL TOOLS
Laser tachometer
Safety
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Laser product class 1.
Exercise care when the laser beam is on.
Do not look straight at the beam. Do not
aim the beam towards anyone else's
eyes, either people or animals.
Do not aim the laser beam towards polished surfaces where the beam can be
reflected into someone’s eyes.
8009-853
Do not aim the laser beam towards explosive gases.
Remember when measuring
The reflective surface must be smaller than the non-reflective surface.
If the object to be measured is polished, cover the measurement surface with black tape or paint with
black paint prior to attaching the reflective tape.
Clean the surface before attaching the tape.
RPM

TOT

MEM

DIGITAL TACHOMETER

When measuring at low speed, more accurate measurement values can be obtained if you attach several pieces
of tape equally distributed around the measurement object. Now divide the read measurement value with the
number of pieces of tape to get the correct speed.

Measure speed
1.

Move the switch to the RPM position to measure the speed, or TOT to measure the number of revolutions.

2.

Attach a small piece of reflective tape (approximately 1 x 1 cm) on the rotating object to be measured.

3.

Press and hold down the measurement button on the side of the instrument. Aim the measurement laser beam at
the object and the reflective tape. The display will come on after 1-2 seconds.

4.

Hold the measurement button down during the entire measurement. The instrument switches off when the measurement button is released.

Read the last, highest and lowest values
The instrument automatically saves the last, highest and lowest measurement values during a measurement (i.e. as
long as the measurement button is held down). Press and hold down the memory button (MEM) to read the saved values. Values are shown on the display after 1-2 seconds.
Measured value

Indicated by

Press once

Last

“LA”

Press twice

Highest

“UP”

Press three times

Lowest

“dn”

Replace the batteries
When the symbol for a weak battery is shown on the display, the batteries will soon be spent.
1.
2.

Open the battery cover by loosening the crosshead screw that holds the cover in position.
Remove the old batteries and insert new ones. Use four, 1.5 volt batteries of the type R6 (AA).

3.

Make sure the batteries are turned the right way, otherwise damage can be caused to the instrument.

4.

Close the battery cover and secure with the screw.

Maintenance
Clean the tachometer using a soft, damp cloth. Never use any form of solvent to clean it. Never dip it into water or
another fluid.
Do not subject the tachometer to direct sunlight, high temperatures, extreme dust or mechanical impact.
Remove the batteries if the instrument is not to be used for a long period of time.
The tachometer may only be opened by accredited technicians.
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SPECIAL TOOLS
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SPECIFICATIONS
Specifications

Data

PT26D Dimensions

Dimensions

Length, base machine

2,070 mm / 206.96 cm

Width, base machine

1,150 mm / 114.91 cm Height

Width, base machine

1,300 mm / 129.84 cm

Width, base machine

Operating weight, base machine

Width, base machine

610 kg / 609.63 kg

Width, base machine

Wheelbase

Tyre dimensions 20x10.0-10

Tyre pressure, machine

100 kPa / 1 bar / 14.5 PSI

Tyre pressure, pivot wheel

150 kPa / 1.5 bar / 21.7 PSI

Engine

Precombustion chamber diesel,
3-cylinder in-line engine

Brand

Perkins

Model

403C-11

Power

26/19.7 hp/kW @ 3000 rpm

Max torque

67 Nm @ 2100 rpm

Displacement

1131 cm3

Idle speed

1650 rpm

Max speed

3000 rpm

Conforms to environment standard

EG stage 2 and EPA Tier 2

Fuel

min 45 Cetane
2.0 – 4.5 cSt @ 40 °C
0.835 – 0.855 kg/l
Sulphur< 0.2 w%

Tank volume

37.5 liters/9.9 US Gal

Oil

Viscosity, see table under
“Changing the Engine Oil”
Class API CH4 or ACEA E5

Oil volume

2.5 litres/2.6 US qt

Oil volume including filter

2.7 litres/2.9 US qt

Starting

Electric start

Power take-off shaft
Idle speed / maximum speed

1,320 rpm, 2,400 rpm

Splines dimension

1” Z15
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SPECIFICATIONS
Data

PT26D Dimensions

Cooling system

Water cooled

Volume

approximately 5 litres

Antifreeze fluid

BS6580-1992, ASMD3306-89, AS2108-1977

Resistance analogue sensor at 20°C

0.9 - 1 Ohm

Cooling fan power consumption at operating
speed

Appr. 12 A

Electrical System
Type

12 V, negative grounded

Battery

12 V, 40 Ah

Alternator

12 V 40 A

Main fuse

125 A Mega VAL

Supply fuse for circuit board

50 A Midi VAL

Fuse Yellow

Flat pin 20 A Uni VAL

Fuse Red

Flat pin 10 A Uni VAL

Fuse Brown

Flat pin 7.5 A Uni VAL

Bulb headlight

12 V H4

Solenoid clutch coil resistance

2 Ohm

Solenoid valve 30 W coil resistance guideline
value

4.8 Ohm

Solenoid valve 26 W coil resistance guideline
value

5.7Ohm

Solenoid valve 20 W coil resistance guideline
value

7.5 Ohm

Main power relay coil resistance

19.5 -20 Ohm

Glow plug resistance (1 pc)

1.0 -1.3 Ohm

Hydraulic System
Max. working pressure

210 bar/3050 PSI

Power steering circuit max. working pressure

120 bar/1740 PSI

Transmission

Hydrostatic

Manufacturer and type

Pump Danfoss M25 25 cc variable
annular piston
Front Sauer-Danfoss OEMV 160 cc
Rear Sauer-Danfoss OEMV 125 cc

Oil

ISO VG 46 cSt

Oil volume, total including hydraulic system

13 litres

Maximum speed
Forwards, high speed
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18 km/h

SPECIFICATIONS
Data

PT26D Dimensions

Forwards, low speed

13 km/h

Reverse, low speed

13 km/h

Max inclination, all directions

10°

Cutting unit

Combi 155

Cutting width

1,550 mm / 61"

Cutting heights

25.4-127 mm / 1"-5"

Blade length

560 mm / 22"

Width

1,610 mm / 5.28 ft

Weight

113 kg / 248 lb

Length machine with unit

approximately 2,900 mm / 9.52 ft

Cutting unit

Combi 132

Cutting width

1,320 mm / 52"

Cutting heights

25.4-127 mm / 1"-5" Blade length

560 mm / 22"

490 mm / 19.3"

Width

1,340 mm / 52.8"

Weight

approximately 100 kg / 13.29kg

Length machine with unit approximately
2,900 mm / 290.17 cm

approximately 2,730 mm / 273.10 cm

Noise emissions with unit C155
Measured noise level

104 dB(A)

Guaranteed noise level

105 dB(A)

Noise emissions with unit C132
Measured noise level

103 dB(A)

Guaranteed noise level

104 dB(A)

Control and setting values
Induction sensor (sensors) in the safety system; Gap to target 2-3 mm.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Tightening Torques
Knife bolts, belt pulleys on the cutting unit 75-80 Nm
Induction sensor (sensors) 30 Nm
Muffler clamping screws 20 Nm
Axle arm lift arm bearing 200 Nm
Screws and nuts, general tightening torque with zinc plated threads + 5%
Spanner size

Allen key

Thread

Tightening Torques

8 mm

4 mm

M5

6 Nm

10 mm

5 mm

M6

10 Nm

--

3 mm

M6

10 Nm

13 mm

6 mm

M8

24 Nm

--

4 mm

M8

18-20 Nm

17 mm

8 mm

M10

47 Nm

17 mm

-

M10 12.9

70 Nm

18-19 mm

10 mm

M12

81 Nm

30 mm

-

M20

200 Nm

Note

Lock/stop screw

Lock/stop screw

Drive disc on flywheel

Lift bolt

Hydraulic hoses, coupling nuts, T-pipe + 5%. Counterhold required.
Spanner size

Thread

Tightening Torques

17 mm

9/16" ORFS

15 Nm

19 mm

9/16" JIC

35 Nm

22 mm

3/4" JIC

60 Nm

22 mm

9/16" ORFS

25 Nm

27 mm

7/8" JIC

85 Nm

Note
Control unit

Control unit

Hydraulic connecting nipples in material + 5%
Spanner size

Thread

Tightening Torques

Note

17 mm

7-16"-20 UNF

20 Nm

Pump

19 mm

9/16"-18 UNF

25 Nm

Aluminium/steel Block/block

27 mm

G 3/8"

50 Nm

Pump working hydraulics

27 mm

G 1/2"

55 Nm

Radiator

27 mm

7/8"-14 UNF

55 Nm

Steel

32 mm

1.1/16"-12 UNF

60 Nm

Aluminium block
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DELIVERY AND DEALER SERVICE
Delivery and Dealer Service
Delivery Service

After the First 25 Hours
•

Replace the hydraulic oil filter.

•

Change the engine oil and filter.

•

Check the tension and condition of the belts
(generator and water pump belt, power-takeoff belts, cutting unit belt).

1.

Attach the cutting unit.

2.

Adjust the cutting unit so that its rear edge is
about 6-9 mm higher than its front edge.

3.

Check the engine coolant level and antifreeze.

•

Check the muffler screws and the wheel nuts.

•

Check the muffler screws and wheel nuts.

4.

Check that the right amount of oil is in the
engine, hydraulic system and cutting unit’s
angle gear.

•

Check the hoses and couplings as well as oil
and fluid levels.

5.

Check and adjust the air pressure in the tyres
100 kPa / 1 bar / 14.5 PSI.

•

Check for any leakage of water and oil.

•

6.

Connect the battery.

Adjust the cutting unit so that its rear edge is
about 6-9 mm higher than its front edge.

7.

Fill with fuel and start the engine.

•

Retighten and check the lock nuts (4 pcs) on
the centre connection on the hydraulic oil tank.

8.

Check that the machine does not move in
neutral.

250-hour service

9.

Check:

1.

Change the engine oil and filter.

•

Driving forwards.

2.

•

Reversing.

Replace the hydraulic oil filter and check the
oil level, fill up if necessary.

•

Engaging the blades.

3.

•

Safety switch in the seat.

Replace the air filter, clean the cyclone
cleaner and empty the particle trap.

•

Inductive sensor for lifting device.

4.

•

Inductive sensor for hydrostat pedals.

Check the tension and condition of the belts
(generator and water pump belt, power-takeoff belts, cutting unit belt).

10. Check the engine speed.

5.

Check the condition of the battery.

11. Check the fastening bolts on the muffler.

6.

12. Check that no leakage occurs (coolant,
engine or hydraulic oil) after test running

Check the oil level in the bevel gear, fill up if
necessary.

7.

Check the wheel nuts.

13. Inform the customer about:

8.

14. The need and advantages of following the
service schedule.

Lubricate the brake cables and adjust as
necessary.

9.

Check the safety functions.

15. The need and advantages of leaving the
machine for service every 250 hours.

10. Clean the cutting unit, under the belt covers
and under the cutting unit.

16. The effects of service and maintaining a service journal on the machine’s resale value.

11. Clean the radiator and radiator grille with
compressed air.

17. Application areas for Mulching.

12. Lubricate according to the lubrication chart.

18. Fill in the sales papers, etc.

13. Adjust the cutting unit so that its rear edge is
about 6-9 mm higher than its front edge.
14. Check the level, concentration and cooling
system’s hoses.
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DELIVERY AND DEALER SERVICE
500 hour service
1.

Perform the 250-hour service.

2.

Change the belts (power take-off belts, cutting
unit belt).

3.

Check the condition of the hydraulic hoses.

4.

Replace the fuel ﬁlter and check the hoses.

5.

Change the oil in the bevel gear.

1000 hour (alternative 2 year) service
1.

Perform the 500-hour service.

2.

Replace the hydraulic oil.

3.

Below are service actions according to the
Perkins workshop manual:

•

Replace the cooler ﬂuid.

•

Adjust the valves and check the engine
speed.

•

Replace the alternator and water pump belt.

2000 hour service
1.

Perform the 1,000 hour service.

2.

Below are service actions according to the
Perkins workshop manual:

•

Replace the crankcase ventilation diaphragm.

•

Check the starter.

•

Check the engine mountings.

•

Check the alternator.

3000 hour service
1.

Perform the 1000 hour service.

2.

Below are service actions according to the
Perkins workshop manual:

•

Check the fuel injection system, replace the
injector if necessary.

•

Check the water pump.
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DELIVERY AND DEALER SERVICE
Service Schedule
= Described in this workshop manual.

The following is a list of maintenance procedures
that must be performed on the rider. Most of the
points that are not described in this workshop
manual are found in the operator’s manual.

= Not described in this workshop manual or the
operator’s manual.

= Described in the operator’s manual.

Maintenance

Page

Daily maintenance
before

after

Weekly
maintenance

Maintenance interval hours
250

Check for fuel and oil leaks

-



Check the safety switch, seat

101



Check the safety switch, pedal system

101



Check the engine oil level (at every
refuelling)

67





Check the hydraulic oil level

109





Check the coolant level

29





Check / clean the engine’s radiator air
intake, the radiator screen and radiators

65



Check fastenings (screws, nuts, etc.)

-



Start the engine and blades, listen for
unusual sounds

-



Clean under the cutting unit and belt
covers

-



Check for damage

-



Check the air pressure in the tyres
(100 kPa)

91



Clean thoroughly around the engine

-



Clean thoroughly around the
transmission

-



Lubricate according to the lubrication
chart3)

-



Clean the air filter and empty the
particle trap

72



Check the blades

96



Change the engine oil and filter1)

67



Replace hydraulic oil filter 4) and
check the oil level

111



Check the tension and condition of
the belts (alternator belt, power takeoff belts, cutting unit belt)

69











500

1000

2000




84
95
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Maintenance

Page

Daily maintenance
before

after

Weekly
maintenance

Maintenance interval hours
250

500

1000

2000

3000

Check the condition of the battery,
clean if necessary

23



Check the oil level in the bevel gear,
top up if necessary

94



Check the wheel nuts

-



Check the parking brake, adjust if
necessary

80



Check the safety function

101



Check/adjust the cutting unit settings
(tilt angle)

91



Replace the air filter and clean the
cyclone filter

71



Replace the belts (power take-off
belts and cutting unit belt)

84

Check the condition of the hydraulic
hoses

-



Replace fuel filter and check hoses4)

-



Adjust the valves and check the
engine speed4)

-



Replace the pump and alternator belt

69



Change the hydraulic oil and filter1.4)

111



Change the oil in the bevel gear

94

Change the cooling liquid4)

30

Check all hoses with connections to the
engine and the engine’s mountings

-



Replace the diaphragm for the closed
crankcase ventilation4)

-



Check cables and terminals in the
electrical system4)

-



Check generator and starter motor4)

-



Pressure test the fuel injection
nozzles4)

-



Check the coolant pump4)

-



1.



95




First change after 25 hours. When operating with a heavy load or at high ambient temperatures,
replace the engine oil every 125 hours.
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2.

Maintenance and replacement are required more often in dusty conditions.

3.

With daily use, the machine shall be lubricated twice weekly.

4.

Performed by authorised service workshop.

= Described in this workshop manual.
= Not described in this workshop manual or the operator’s manual.
 = Described in the operator’s manual.

WARNING!
No service operations may be performed on the engine or cutting unit unless:
• The engine is stopped.
• The parking brake is on.
• The ignition key has been removed.
• The cutting unit is disengaged.
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Delivery Procedures
To our dealers
A well performed pre delivery service is the first
step towards an active after-sales market.
An active after-sales market benefits everyone:
•

•

•

The customer will be satisfied with their
machine. They know where to turn in order to
get help if problems arise.

In conjunction with the delivery, you shall also give
the customer the information required to handle
and maintain their machine in a safe manner.
Remember in particular to inform the customer
about:
•

Safety regulations.

You gain a regular customer, who recommends you and your company to other prospective customers.

•

Manoeuvre controls.

•

Checking oil levels. Topping up oil and the
type of oil required.

In this way, together we build our brand, and
assume joint responsibility for our products
and our customers.

•

First oil change after the running in period.

•

The need and benefit of following the service
schedule and leaving the machine for regular
service.

•

Which fuel is to be used.

•

Mowing tips to attain good results. Application
areas for mulching.

•

The accessories available for the customer’s
type of machine.

•

Guarantee rules.

•

Your company and whom the customer
should approach if problems arise.

Be thorough with the paper work.
Fill in the guarantee and delivery documents etc.
and ensure that the customer gets the right operator’s manual for their machine.
Organise a customer register so that in the future,
you can see which machine the customer owns,
as well as the appropriate serial numbers. The register is of benefit when you order spare parts and
during future marketing activities.

1. Fitting the cutting unit
See instructions under “Repair instructions \
Cutting unit with suspension”.

2. Adjustment of the cutting unit
See instructions under “Repair instructions \
Setting the cutting height and tilt angle”.

3. Check the coolant level, antifreeze
Only use a glycol based antifreeze that is
approved in accordance with the applicable norms
BS 6580:1992 or ASTMD 3306-89 or AS 21081977 (indicated on the packaging).

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
If you use the incorrect type or mix
different types of antifreeze agents, a
chemical reaction may occur, which
causes overheating and severe engine
damage. These are not covered by the
warranty.

The antifreeze agent must be intended for use with
light alloy engines.

Glycol

Water

Freezing
point

The antifreeze agent contains additives that protect the engine cooling system against corrosion.

60 %

40 %

- 47 °C

50 %

50 %

- 37 °C

40 %

60 %

- 25 °C
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4. Checking oil levels
See instructions under “Repair instructions \
Lubrication system and Hydraulic system”.

5. Check the air pressure in the tyres
Checking the Tyre Pressure
The tyre pressure must be 100 kPa / 1.0 bar /
14.5PSI for the front and rear wheels.
The air pressure in the cutting unit’s pivot wheels
must be 150 kPa / 1.5 bar / 21.8 PSI.

6. Connecting the battery
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Hold the bolts so that the poles are
not put under strain.
The machine is equipped with a sealed “maintenance-free” battery. The battery has an inspection
hole that displays different colours:
•

Green = OK.

•

White = Charge the battery.

•

Red = Replace the battery.

7. Filling fuel, starting the engine for the
first time
Fill a sufficient/agreed amount of diesel fuel. Bleed
the fuel system. See instructions under “Repair
instructions \ Fuel and intake system”.

8. Checking neutral
Check that the drive pedals spring back to neutral
position when they are unactuated. Check with
LEDs on the sensor by the pump's operating lever.

9. Test Running
Listen for abnormal noises and check that all functions works as intended. Run the engine until
operating temperature has been reached.
•

Driving forwards.

•

Reversing.

•

Engaging the blades.

•

Safety switch in the seat.

•

Inductive sensor for hydrostat pedals.

•

Inductive sensor for parking brake.

10.Check the engine speed
See instructions under “Repair instructions \
Checking and adjusting the throttle control”.
Tachometer is described under “Special Tools”.
The speeds are stated in chapter Specifications\”Engine” on page 13.
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11.Check the muffler fastening bolts
Check that the muffler is fitted securely. Checking
and retightening the screws after running the
engine warm for the first time is recommended.
Temperature variations and vibrations can mean
that the tightening torque for the screws drops.
The screws should be checked when servicing to
guarantee the correct torque. The tightening toque
should be about 20 Nm.

WARNING!
The muffler gets very hot in use
and remains so for a short time
afterwards. Contact can result in
burns. Remember the risk of fire.

12.Checking for leakage
After test running, check that no leakage of coolant, engine or hydraulic oil occurs.

13.Customer info on delivery
See ”Delivery Procedures” on page 22.

14.Administration
Fill in the sales papers, customer register, etc.
Don’t forget to fill in the serial number on page 5 in
the Operator’s manual and to confirm that the
delivery service has been performed in the service
journal.
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Design and Function
General

8009-757

Husqvarna PT 26D

This publication describes the Husqvarna
PT 26D, model year 2006 to 2008.

Husqvarna PT 26D is prepared for the permanent
installation of the following accessories.

Husqvarna PT is a Rider offering a very high
capacity.

•

Traffic kit:Lighting with direction indicators, position light and rotating warning lamp.

The machine is equipped with Husqvarna’s
unique control system to facilitate mowing
around trees and other obstacles with a minimum of uncut areas. It also have front
mounted cutting unit for controlled mowing
and the best possible cutting result.

•

Tool attachment, hydraulic valves, quick action
couplings, hydraulic hoses, switch and cable
harness.

In addition, it can also be equipped with diverse
accessories such as Brush and V- blade, which
make them flexible working tools throughout the
year.

The machine is four wheel drive and
equipped with a hydrostatic transmission.

When you fit a 4 kg powder fire extinguisher type
“ABC Pulver” (Dry powder) 27A 183 the machine
conforms to the demands made by Swedish insurance companies for insurance against fire.

The engine is a 3-cylinder diesel engine.
The muffler is equipped with an integrated
catalytic converter for exhaust emission control.

8043-030

Catalytic converter
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Husqvarna PT 26D can be equipped with cutting unit, Combi 132 with a 132 cm cutting width or Combi 155
with a 155 cm cutting width. Cutting unit Combi 155 can be side shifted 8 cm (3 1/8") or mounted centrally
in relation to the machine. Combi 132 can only be mounted centrally.

8009-777

8009-892

Combi 132

Combi 155

The cutting unit is driven by two v-belts, a
power take-off shaft and a propeller shaft
from the engine. It is engaged by an electro
magnetic clutch, which is located in front of
the engine’s flywheel.
If necessary, the cutting unit can be turned to
the service position to be able to clean the
underneath of the cover for example.

8009-765

Service position
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Serial Number
The serial number can be found on the
printed plate attached to the right-hand side
under the seat. The plate includes the following information:
•

Manufacturer

•

The machine’s type designation.

•

The manufacturer's type number.

•

Weight

•

The machine’s serial number (s/n).

Please state the type designation and serial
number when ordering spare parts.

Pt26 D
965 08 04-01
s/n 06 2400002

Husqvarna AB, Husqvarna,SWEDEN

8043-101

The machine’s serial number

The engine's type and manufacturing
numbers are stated on the engine block
above the injection pump.
Please state these when ordering spare
parts.

8043-102

The engine’s serial number

The hydraulic pump and hydraulic motors are
equipped with rating plates stating the type
designation and serial or manufacturing
number.
Please state these when ordering spare
parts.

SAUER
DANFOSS

Model-No./Ident-No.

M25-2136

Model CodeMPVO25CBAYRACNNAAB

DDDRAFFANNN***

Serial-N0.

K-06-10-06573

Made in USA

8043-103

The hydraulic pump’s manufacturing number

8043-104

Hydraulic motor’s manufacturing numbers
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Engine
Husqvarna PT26D is a Rider with a diesel
engine from Perkins.
The engine is a 3-cylinder, water cooled, inline engine.
Major engine repairs are not described in this
workshop manual. This information can be
found in the engine manufacturer’s own manual, which contains detailed information about
adjusting and repairing the engine. The manual is common for 2, 3 and 4 cylinder
engines.
RENR9825 is the publication number of the
English version of Perkins Service Manual
400C Series. The manual may be available in
other languages, but not Swedish. Check at
www.Perkins.com or with the Perkins service
organisation.

8043-105

Engine Perkins 400C

It is important that only original spare parts
are used to repair the engine. If other parts
are used, the warranty is invalidated.

1. Front engine mount
2. Engine mount bracket
3. Rear engine mount

8043-186

Engine installation
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Cooling system

1. Coolant pump
2. Drain plug
3. Thermostat housing
4. Cooling fan
5. Radiator

8043-187

Fuel system, components

The engine is water cooled. Coolant is circulated by a pump, which is driven by a belt
from the rear end of the crankshaft. The radiator, which is located at the front of the
engine, is common with the hydraulic cooler.
The left-hand side of the radiator acts as the
hydraulic cooler and the right-hand side as
the cooling system's radiator.
The radiator is cooled by an electrically
driven thermostat controlled cooling fan,
located in the engine compartment. In front of
the radiator is a grille, which can be easily
dismantled to remove grass clippings or the
like.

8009-883

Coolant draining engine block

The cooling system is drained using two
plugs, one located on the engine block and
the other on the lower radiator hose.
When draining the cooling system, both the
taps must be opened.

8009-884

Coolant draining lower hose
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Coolant and antifreeze
The cooling system must not be filled with
salt water, this causes corrosion damage to
the engine.
Change the coolant if it is discoloured or dirty.
The cooling system must then be thoroughly
flushed.
Coolant must be a mixture of 50% antifreeze
fluid and 50% soft water. Anticorrosion agent
in the coolant will be diluted if a reduced mixture is used. A higher mixture can have a
negative effect on the cooling capacity.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Never fill a hot engine with cold coolant.
Risk of extensive engine damage.

Only use a glycol based antifreeze that is
approved by the applicable norms
BS 6580:1992 or ASTMD 3306-89 or
AS 2108-1977 (indicated on the packaging).
The antifreeze agent must be intended for
use with light alloy engines and contain additives that protect the engine’s cooling system
against corrosion.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
If you use the incorrect type or mix different types of antifreeze agents, a chemical
reaction may occur, which causes overheating and severe engine damage. These
are not covered by the warranty.
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Glycol

Water

Freezing
point

60%

40%

- 47 °C

50%

50%

- 37 °C

40%

60%

- 25 °C

Mixing table

DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Fuel system

1. Fuel tank
2. Feed pump
3. Fuel filter
4. Hand pump
5. Injection pump
6. Injectors

8043-186

Fuel system, components

The fuel system with injection pump has
excellent operational reliability as long as the
fuel is kept clean. If contaminated fuel is filled
or enters the system in the incorrect manner,
the risk of malfunction or wear/damage to the
injection pump increases. Contaminants can
be dust particles or in the form of liquid, such
as water or petrol.
The fuel in the tank is drawn up by the feed
pump and pushed through the fuel filter to the
injection pump’s fuel chamber. The feed
pump supplies a greater quantity of fuel than
the injection pump requires. Consequently,
there is an overflow pipe on the injection
pump, which leads off surplus fuel yet maintains the feed pressure in the fuel chamber.
The excess is routed away via the injector’s
leak oil line back to the tank.

8043-106

Feed pump

There is a hand pump on the fuel filter, which
is used to bleed the fuel system.

8009-774

Hand pump
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The injection pump pumps fuel at a high pressure to the injectors, which are opened by the pressure and
then spray the fuel into the prechambers, where it is ignited by the compression heat.

8009-802

Fuel system

Steering
Husqvarna PT 26D is equipped with a hydraulic control system. A pump (8), located on the side of the
engine behind the injection pump, provides the pressure supply.
The pressure is adjusted by a pressure limiting valve in the control unit (4) under the steering wheel.
The control unit (4) is connected directly to the steering wheel and runs the steering cylinder (3), which is
connected between the chassis and the rear axle, in and out.
If the engine stops, it is still possible to steer, but the wheel is heavy to turn.
The hydraulic tank (14) supplies all hydraulic functions on the machine.
Also see the hydraulic system chapter.

3. Control cylinder
4. Control unit
5. Valve block working
hydraulics
8. Pump
13. Hydraulic oil filter
14. Hydraulic tank
8043-107

Control system
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Power transmission
The power transmission to the drive gear is hydrostatic. Also see the Sauer Danfoss manual under
“System components Manuals” on page 48.
A drive axle, connected to the engine's flywheel, is equipped with two elastic clutches that drive an axial
piston pump (9) for the drive system.
The axial piston pump, which is located under the driving position, can be variably flow controlled with the
pedals for driving forwards or reversing. It receives its feed pressure from the working hydraulic’s pump (8).
A flushing valve (10) is connected to the pump A and B sides and ensures oil replacement to prevent overheating. The oil is cooled by the cooler (12), which is integrated with the diesel engine's radiator.
The valve block for the transmission (6) has solenoid valves for the differential lock and high/low gears.
The block leads the oil to the four hydraulic motors (7), that drive each wheel.
Tank (14) and filtering (11, 13) are common to the whole hydraulic system. Also see chapter “Hydraulic
System” on page 43.
Differential Lock
The machine is equipped with an electrohydraulic differential lock, which is controlled
by a pedal switch. The differential lock only
works longitudinally, which means that you
can turn the machine with the differential lock
activated.
The differential lock is electro-hydraulic and
can therefore be engaged or disengaged during operations without damage occurring.
The differential lock does not work in high
gear.

8009-869

Differential lock pedal
6.Valve block transmission
7. Hydraulic motors
8. Pump working hydraulics
9. Axial piston pump
10. Flushing valve
11. Suction filter
12. Radiator
13. Hydraulic oil filter
14. Drive system

8043-163

Power transmission
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Cutting unit drive
The cutting unit is driven by two v-belts, a
power take-off shaft and a propeller shaft
from the engine.
It is engaged by an electro magnetic clutch,
which is located in front of the engine’s flywheel.
The power take-off shaft is supported with
two bearings in the chassis. The power takeoff shaft’s pulley and bearings are both fixed
in the shaft with two locking screws each.
The propeller shaft has two joints with quick
action couplings and is connected to the
angle gear on the top of the cutting unit.
The power take-off shaft’s bearing and the
propeller shaft’s joints are lubricated with
lubricant spray.

1. Angle gear
2. Propeller shaft
3. Front bearing
4 Power take-off shaft
5. Belt adjuster wheel
6. Drive belts
7. Electro magnetic clutch
8. Belt tensioner
9. Rear bearing

8043-185

Cutting unit drive
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Brakes
The machine’s hydrostatic drive system is used as the service brake. If you release the drive pedals they
spring back to zero feed of the drive system's hydraulic pump and the machine stops. It is also possible to
press down the pedal for the opposite driving direction. This results in a sudden halt and the driving direction changes if the pedal is not released.
The parking brake works using two drum brakes located between front wheels and its hydraulic motors.
The parking brake pedal actuates the drum brakes with two wires. Adjuster screws (R and L) are positioned on the wires' upper attachment. On the lower attachments are springs, which are required in order
for the pedal not to be rigid, in which case the parking brake lock would not work.
The parking brake lock is located in front of the pedal's bearing. It distinguishes between the model years.
Model year 2006 has a spring loaded bell crank, whose lower part locks the pedal. The upper part protrudes
from under the seat cushion and is used for releasing the parking brake.
Beginning with model year 2007, the parking brake lock is controlled by a spring which runs overcentre
depending on the lock handle position.
If you pull up the lock handle, the lock is pushed against the pedal by spring force. When you press down
the pedal it will be caught by the lock.
If you press down the lock handle, the spring force will act so that the pedal lock is released, but the lock
cannot release its grip until the pedal is pressed down.

R

L

8043-018, 8043-158

Parking brake model year 2007-
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Electrical System
Component Locations
1.

Headlight.
Equipped with H4 halogen lamps and adjustable headlamp insert.

2.

Indicator panel.
Indicates different functions on the machine.

3.

Control panel.

4.

Circuit board.
Contains LEDs for trouble shooting.

5.

Circuit fuses.
See the section “Fuses” on page 39.

6.

Starter.
See the Perkins manual for component information.

7.

Alternator.
See the Perkins manual for component information.

8.

Engine temperature sensor.
See the Perkins manual for component information.

9.

Oil pressure sensor (concealed). See the Perkins service manual for component information.

10. Fuses and main relay.
See the section “Fuses” on page 39.
11. Main fuse.
Melt fuse placed on the battery +pole
See the section “Fuses” on page 39.
12. Battery.
Maintenance free with service indication.
13. Magnetic coupling for power take-off.
Engages the cutting unit drive.

8009-888

Component locations Electrical System
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Circuits
The circuits for the electric system for PT26 are designed in a differently than for older machine types. On
older machines it was possible to trace the path of the electric power along a line from the battery over the
fuse, switch and relay connections to the consumer load.
The principle behind the electric system for PT26 is that the circuit board is feed from the battery via the
main fuse FU13 on the battery pole fuses FU3 and FU12 behind the battery.
The circuit board voltage measurement is shown on “Circuit diagram 3” on page 147.
The circuit board is the machine’s “electro-centre”, where all switches, sensors, etc. are hooked up and
provide incoming electric impulses or commands. See “Placement of circuit card connections, melt fuses
and LEDs” on page 157 and “Connectors on the circuit card” on page 158.
The circuit board’s logic is built up with “digital relays and switches”, which under consideration of any interlockings sends an output signal to the respective consumer loads.
The circuit board is equipped with automatic fuses as well as melt fuses, see “Fuses” on page 39.
As an example of a circuit solution, the circuit
for the power take-off solenoid clutch is
described.
The power take-off shaft (and thus the cutting
unit) is engaged with the switch for driving the
cutting unit,PTO switch. See “Circuit
diagram 8” on page 152.
If no interlockings are active, the circuit board
transmits an output signal (supplies power) to
the solenoid clutch. PTO clutch, see “Circuit
diagram 4” on page 148.
A number of input signals are required to
determine whether interlocking of the power
take-off is necessary.
If the safety circuit is activated, see “Safety
System” on page 40, the PTO-switch is
pressed, a high gear selected, the cutting unit
lifted to its top position or the fuse FU1
tripped, the circuit board does not release
voltage to the solenoid clutch.

1. Drive pedal sensor
2. Sensor p-brake
3. Switch driver’s seat
4. Switch low gears

7. Solenoid clutch

5. Switch PTO
6. Sensor max speed cutting unit
8043-194

Solenoid clutch circuit

Battery
The machine is equipped with a sealed
“maintenance-free” battery. The battery has an
inspection hole that displays different colours:
•

Green = OK.

•

White = Charge the battery.

•

Red = Replace the battery.

The battery poles is equipped with adapter
ferrules of lead for standard cable lugs. It is
important that good contact is made between
the adapter ferrule and battery poles.

8009-796

Battery
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Circuit board

8043-160

Circuit board, placement

The circuit board is a central unit of the machine’s electrical system. The board and the control circuit are
supplied via fuses FU3, FU12, located behind the battery. The electric system’s principle differs from conventional machines as all switches are supplied by the circuit board. When a switch is flicked on, a signal is sent
to the circuit board, which, following any necessary signal processing, relays power to the consumer load.
The circuit board has, apart from components for signal processing, circuit fuses and BITE (built in test
equipment) in the form of green and red LEDs. See “Built-in test equipment” on page 41. Some circuit
fuses are automatic fuses, while others are melt fuses, see “Fuses” on page 39.
The circuit board is not designed to be repaired, but is replaced in case of malfunction.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
It is important to check the circuit outside
of the circuit board first, to ensure this is
correct, before replacing the circuit board.
Partly due to cost, but also so that no external fault can damage the new circuit board.
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Fuses
The machine’s electrical system is fuse protected by three different types of fuse:
Automatic fuses on the circuit board; These
reset automatically after a short-circuit in the
circuit. No corrective action required by the
operator.
High power melt fuses.
FU12 is located in a box on a bracket behind
the battery and FU13 is located in a box on
the top of battery's positive pole.
FU12 50 ASupply fuse for the printed circuit
board type Midi VAL.
FU13 125 A Main fuse type Mega VAL

8009-894

Fuses

If FU12 blows, only the indicator panel works.
If FU13 blows, the entire machine will be dead.
Replacing fuses: Open the box cover and
replace the fuse, which is secured by two nuts.
The melt fuses have flat pins, type Uni VAL.
These fuses are located in two places. One
fuse behind the battery:
FU3 10 A Red Control circuit.
If FU3 blows, the entire machine will be dead.
The circuit fuses are located on the circuit
board under a cover on the control panel’s
right-hand side. If any of these fuses trip, only
the relevant circuit loses power supply.

8043--112

Main fuse FU13

FU110 A Red Power take-off’s solenoid clutch
FU210 A Red Solenoid valves hydraulic system
FU410 A Red Indicators, signal, hazard
warning lights
FU5 10 A Red Extra voltage outlet 1
FU620 A Yellow Cooling fan
FU7 10 A Red Extra voltage outlet 2
FU820 A Yellow Starter motor engagement

8043-033

Fuses FU3 and FU12

FU9 10 A Red Headlight
FU107,5 A BrownLighting traffic kit

FU7

FU6

FU1

FU4

FU10

FU1110 A Red Power outlet 12 V

Red
10 A

Yellow
20 A

Red
10 A

Red
10 A

Brown
7.5 A

FU8

FU5

FU11

FU2

FU9

Yellow
20 A

Red
10 A

Red
10 A

Red
10 A

Red
10 A

Do not use any other type of fuse when
replacing.
A blown fuse is indicated by a burnt connector. Pull the fuse outwards when replacing.
The fuses are there to protect the system. If it
blows again shortly after replacement, it is due
to a short circuit, which must be fixed before
the machine can be put into operation again.

Circuit fuses
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Safety System
PT26D is equipped with a safety system that
prevents starting or driving under the following conditions.
The engine can only be started when the
parking brake is on, and the drive pedals are
unactuated.
If the cutting unit is connected, it is disengaged and must be re-engaged.
The driver does not need to be seated in the
driver’s seat.
The engine and cutting unit must stop if the
driver leaves the driver’s seat when the parking brake is not applied or if any driving pedal
is affected. There is a small delay to prevent
stoppages should the driver bounce in the
seat.

8043-110

Sensor parking brake model year 2007-

If you attempt to drive the machine without
first releasing the parking brake the machine
stops.

8043-109

Drive pedal sensor

8043-111

Driver’s seat switch

If the safety system is deployed, the switch
for operating the cutting unit must be pressed
in and pulled out again for the cutting unit to
work.

8009-889

Switch cutting unit operation
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Built-in test equipment
The electrical system is equipped with BITE (Built In Test Equipment) in the form of LEDs on the circuit
card and in the sensors. The LED on the circuit card for each circuit comes on when a function is activated.
The circuit card diodes can emit the following signals:
•

Green, circuit OK

•

Red, circuit short circuited

•

Red and green, open circuit.

Most diodes work in pairs as set out in the table below. Some circuits lack the red LED. This entails another
troubleshooting method, described in chapter Troubleshooting.
LED function table
Detailed table, see “Trouble shooting table LEDs” on page 128.
LED

Colour

Function

LD1
LD14

Green
Red

Valve blade Voltage out
Valve 1 V blade Fault

LD2
LD13

Green
Red

Valve 6 extra equipment A-side Voltage out
Valve 6 extra equipment A-side Fault

LD3
LD12

Green
Red

Valve 5 extra equipment B-side Voltage out
Valve 5 extra equipment B-side Fault

LD4
LD15

Green
Red

Switch weight transfer Voltage out
Switch weight transfer Fault

LD5
LD16

Green
Red

Valve 2 lift function Voltage out
Valve 2 lift function Fault

LD6
LD17

Green
Red

High speed Voltage out
High speed Fault

LD7
LD18

Green
Red

Diff lock.Voltage out
Diff lock Fault

Fault LD8
LD19

Green
Red

Solenoid clutch Voltage out
Solenoid clutch Fault

LD9
LD21

Green
Red

Flasher right Voltage out
Flasher right Fault

LD10
LD22

Green
Red

Flasher left Voltage out
Flasher left Fault

LD11
LD20

Green
Red

Injection pump Voltage out
Injection pump Fault

LD23

Green

Starter motor Voltage out

LD24

Green

Glow plug heating Voltage out

LD25

Green

High beam voltage out

LD26

Green

Low beam Voltage out

LD27

Green

Cooling fan Voltage out

LD28

Green

+ 12 V Voltage out
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
The LED is located on the connection side of
the sensors. The LED lights when the sensor
is voltage fed and detects the target surface.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
There is a risk of damage to the sensor if
testing it with a test lamp. The LED provides the same information, but without
risk of overload.
8043-171

LED in sensor
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Hydraulic System
Component locations and hydraulic diagrams

8043-108

Component locations Hydraulic system

1. Quick couplings, see diagram

6. Valve block transmission

11. Inlet strainer

2. Lifting cylinder

7. Wheel motors

12. Radiator

3. Control cylinder

8. Hydraulic pump Control and lift system

13. Hydraulic filter

4. Control unit

9. Hydraulic pump Drive system

14. Hydraulic tank

5. Valve block working hydraulics

10. Flushing valve

8009-863

Hydraulic diagram
English-43

DESIGN AND FUNCTION
General
The machine has two hydraulic pumps with a
common hydraulic tank. The pump for working hydraulics (8) is driven from the engine's
timing gear and supplies system components, which require hydraulic pressure irrespective of whether the machine is driven or
stationary. The pump is a gearwheel-pump. It
also supplies the drive system pump with
feed pressure 1.8 MPa (18 bar).
The hydraulic pump for the drive system (9)
is driven by an axle with two flexible clutches
from the engine's flywheel. It is an axial piston pump, that has a pivot box. By setting the
pivot box, the pump can be controlled to give
a variable flow with different directions. You
can then adjust the speed and drive forwards
or reverse. The pivot box is controlled by a
mechanical linkage from the drive pedals.
The hydraulic motors (7), one for each wheel,
are inverted gear motors. The displacement
of the pumps is different for forwards and
reverse. Even though the motors work in both
directions of rotation they are marked CV
clockwise), depending on the inner clutch.

Gear pump
The oil is transported from the inlet port to the
output port in the tooth gaps against the
housing wall. The play between the tooth
tops and the housing wall is the smallest possible so that no oil leaks through. The pump
flow (and thus pressure) depends on the
speed. That’s why there must always be a
pressure limiting overflow vent in the pump’s
outlet circuit.
8043-173

Gear pump

Axial piston pump
The pump is of annular piston type with variable displacement. Annular piston pump displacement varies with the position of the pivot
box. Displacement is determined by the pivot
box angle in relation to the drive shaft. When
the angle is 90°, displacement is zero. When
the pump is in operation, the drive shaft and
the cylinder drum rotate with the pistons. If
the pivot box is angled out, the pistons start
running in the cylinder drum. The stroke
increases as the pivot box is angled out. The
pump flow direction is changed by angling
out the pivot box to different directions.
A certain amount of oil leaks through the pistons when they run. This oil cools and lubricates the pump, after which it is led to the
tank.
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1. Pivot box

3. Piston

2. Drive shaft

4. Cylinder drum
8043-239

Axial piston pump

DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Hydraulic motor
The hydraulic motor is an inverted gear
motor. The valve disc and gearwheel unit are
located on two levels in the motor. Between
these is a partition wall with drilled holes,
where the oil can flow when they are not covered by the oscillating rotor. When driving in
one direction, the incoming oil is piped to the
gearwheel unit, which is provided a certain
rotation and power by the oil, via the valve
disc’s outer track. The oil is then piped back
via the valve disc and its inner track out
through the output port.

1. Outer track
2. Inner track

8043-211

Valve disc

3. Hole to valve disc
4. Roller
5. Rotor

Control unit
The control unit consists of a rotating valve
and a rotating oil gauge. When the operator
turns the wheels, the hydraulic oil is piped
from the control unit via the rotating valve
and the rotating oil gauge to the cylinder port
L(Left) or R(Right), depending on which way
the operator turns the steering wheel. The
rotating oil gauge measures the oil flow to the
control unit in proportion to the steering angle
on the wheels. It is possible to steer the
machine even if there is a breakdown in the
hydraulic pump.
In the control unit is an excess flow valve,
which limits the system pressure to approx.
12 MPa (120 bar).

8043-210

Gearwheel unit

8043-116

Control unit

The control unit, which has a type of excess
pressure function, provides the option in
neutral to let the flow go from port P through
the unit and on to port E. The control unit
always prioritises control function and in case
of excess pressure, the control unit permits
the oil to be piped to port E. At full lock all
flow is led through the excess flow valve and
the flow to port E is stopped.

8043-237

Control unit, diagram
English-45

DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Radiator
Hydraulic cooler, which is located at the front
of the engine, is common with the radiator for
the engine’s cooling system. The left-hand
side of the radiator (2) acts as the hydraulic
cooler and the right-hand side (1) as the cooling system’s radiator. The radiator is made of
aluminium to withstand high pressure, thus
repairs are not recommended.
The radiator is cooled by an electrically driven
thermostat controlled cooling fan, located in
the engine compartment. In front of the radiator is a grille, which can be easily dismantled
to remove grass clippings or the like.

1. Engine cooler
2. Hydraulic cooler

8043-226

Radiator

Hydraulic filter
The hydraulic filters are located in the
hydraulic tank and must be cleaned and
replaced regularly as set out in “Service
Schedule” on page 19.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Hydraulic filter and screens, replacement

Used hydraulic filters are to be handled as
environmentally hazardous waste.

Filler screen
The screen is placed in the filling funnel (45)
and is meant to prevent coarse impurities
from entering the hydraulic tank during filling.
The screen size is chosen so that the filled oil
can easily pass through. The screen is
cleaned when necessary.
8043-122

Inlet strainer

Hydraulic tank

All oil to the pumps must pass through the
suction strainer (39). Therefore it’s important
that the inlet strainer does not clog, as cavitation may then occur in the pumps. The
strainer is screwed into place on the pipe (35)
and can thus be removed for cleaning without
emptying the tank of oil. Damaged inlet
strainer is replaced.
Hydraulic filter
The return oil from the system must pass through the filter cartridge (106) before it is mixed with the oil in
the tank. The filter cartridge is placed in the filter holder (46) and must not be cleaned but is replaced when
servicing.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Valve block
The machine has three valve blocks.
Flushing valve
The flushing valve (10) is included in the
drive system and has the task of replacing
the oil in the drive circuits so that the return
oil from the motors is lead to the tank (14) via
the cooler (12).
The flushing valve has a gate valve, which
detects the highest pressure from the axial
piston pump’s A- or B-side and directs the
return oil from the pressure on the low-pressure side to the pressure limiter, which opens
at 1.5 MPa (15 bar). The oil is then piped to
the tank via the cooler.

8043-188

Flushing valve

8043-189

Flushing valve gate valve

Valve block transmission
The block (6) controls the high or low gear as
well as the differential lock with solenoid
valves.
The solenoid valve 2 controls the rear wheel
circuit.
Solenoid valve 3 controls the differential lock
and the flow distributor.

Valve block working hydraulics
The valve block (5) controls the functions that
are supplied with pressure from the pump for
the working hydraulics. Control of the lift system for the cutting unit takes place with solenoid valves. The valve block is prepared for
installation of additional solenoid valves and
cables, which are included in the hydraulic
accessory kit.
Solenoid valve 2 regulates pressure between
1.8 MPa (18 bar) and max 12 MPa (120 bar)
Solenoid valve 3 provides floating position
when weight transfer is nor selected
Solenoid valve 4 releases oil to the lifting cylinder’s piston side.
Restrictor C controls lifting and lowering speed.

8043-190

Valve block transmission

8043-191

Valve block working hydraulics
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Hydraulic Hygiene
See the chapter hydraulic systems.

System components Manuals
Design and function or work on system components is not described in this manual. This information can
be found in the manufacturer's own manuals, which contain detailed information about dismantling, assembling, special tools and spare parts.
The following manuals can be ordered from the Sauer-Danfoss service organisation. The company is represented in most countries, see www.sauer-danfoss.com Manual can also be downloaded from the Internet
in PDF-format at www.sauer-danfoss.com/Literatur/index.html
Hydraulic pumps and motors:
•

Design and function, repair instructions: Series 40 M25-Axial Piston Pumps, Motors, and Transmissions;
Service and Repair Manual. In English.

•

Spare parts: Series 40 M25-Axial Piston Pumps, Service Parts Manual. In English.

•

Spare parts: Hydraulic Motors OEMW Spare parts list / Service Manual. Languages; Danish, English,
German, French.

Control unit:
•

Construction and function OSPM mini-steering unit, OTPM steering column Technical Information
DKMHPN210PD02 English.

•

Spare parts, repair instructions: Steering Unit type OSPM, All standard versions. Languages; Danish,
English, German, French.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
It is important that only original spare parts
are used to repair components If other
parts are used, the guarantee is invalidated. If other parts are used, the warranty
is invalidated.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Sub-circuit function

8043-108

Component Locations

General
All hydraulic oil, both to the working hydraulics and the hydraulics for the drive system come from the
tank (14), with the inlet strainer (11) and via the gear pump for working hydraulics (8). This pump provides
the control unit with a variable pressure depending on what task the machine is performing. In the control
unit (4) is an excess flow valve, which leads the excess hydraulic oil to the variable axial piston pump for
the drive system (9) and to the valve block for transmission (6). After the control unit, the oil is piped to the
valve block for working hydraulics (5). From the control unit and the working hydraulics, oil flows to the
drive system pump (9). The drive system uses this oil for the wheel motors (7). The flushing valve (10)
replaces a certain amount of oil flowing to the tank via the oil cooler (120. The control unit (4) consists of a
hydraulic valve controlled by a wheel, which regulates the steering cylinder (3).
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Working hydraulics Transport position

8043-227

Circuit diagram transport position

The cutting unit is in suspended position during transport. The two valves (3+4) on the valve block, which
regulate the pressure in the lifting cylinder, are closed. The hydraulic oil, which comes from the control unit,
passes through a valve (2) on the valve block and the oil is piped to the hydraulic pump for the drive system. There, this pressure is regulated to 1.8 MPa (18 bar).
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Mowing position with weight transfer and
floating position

8043-228

Circuit diagram weight transfer position

By weight transfer is meant that the cutting unit’s lifting cylinder receives pressure of 1.8 MPa (18 bar) on
the piston side, which lifts the cutting unit slightly from the very lowest position to a position so that the
weight of the machine is distributed and more weight is on the front wheels. Accessibility improves with
weight transfer The hydraulic oil come from the control unit and flows through the two open valves to the
lifting cylinder for the cutting unit. The pressure 1.8 MPa (18 bar) is regulated by a pressure limiting valve,
which is in the hydraulic pump for the drive system. Oil also flows through the open solenoid valve (2) on
the working hydraulics block and on to the hydraulic pump for the drive system and to the pressure limiting
valve, which limits pressure to 1.8 MPa (18 bar) and directs the excess back to the tank. A floating position
arises because the lifting cylinder's piston side is in direct connection with the tank and because the pressure on the piston side is not capable of lifting the cutting unit.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Mowing position without weight transfer and with floating position

8043-229

Circuit diagram no weight transfer

When weight transfer is not selected it means that there is no pressure on the lifting cylinder for the cutting
unit. The valve (3), which lets through return oil from the lifting cylinder to the tank is open. The cutting unit
has the weight on its wheels (swivel castors) and in floating position is level with the ground. The valve (4)
which directs oil to the lifting cylinder is closed. The flow and pressure coming from the control unit flow
through the valve (2) on the valve block for working hydraulics to the hydraulic pump for the drive system.
The pressure between working hydraulics and the hydraulics for the drive system is 1.8 MPa (18 bar) and
is regulated by the pressure limiting valve in the hydraulic pump for the drive system. A floating position
arises because the lifting cylinder's piston side is in direct connection with the piston side and the tank.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Lifting and lowering

8043-230

Circuit diagram Lifting

Lifting increases the pressure from the gear pump to max. 12 MPa (120 bar) depending on the weight of the
work equipment. This pressure flows to the valve block for working hydraulics and on to the lifting cylinder.
Both valves (2+4) are opened to let through the flow to the lifting cylinder. At the same time, the valve (2) is
closed to flow back to the hydraulic pump for the drive system. The valve (3) is closed. The pressure on the
lifting cylinder’s piston side increases, the piston moves and pushes back the oil on the piston side, which is
then piped back to the oil cooler and tank. The restrictor at port C limits lifting and lowering speed.
During lowering, the circuit functions as in cutting position without weight transfer. Valve 4 closes and valve
3 opens.
Holding position is equal to transport position.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Hydraulic pump for drive system

8043-238

Circuit diagram hydraulic pump

The hydraulic pump for the drive system alternates input and output depending on how the pump is set. The oil for
the pump’s feed pressure is supplied by the gear pump (8), which sits on the engine. The pressure is regulated by
the pressure limiting valve, which is located in the hydraulic pump for the drive system, to 1.8 MPa (18 bar) and the
oil is piped as feed pressure to the pump’s suction side via one (of two) check valves. The pump must also be
cooled and lubricated. This is done by part of the oil leaking past the pistons in the pump’s cylinder drum and filling
the pump housing. This oil is then piped to the tank via the cooler (12). The pump supplies oil to the valve block for
transmission (6) and the flow is distributed to both wheel shafts’ wheel motors via the flow distributor In certain situations, the flow distributor is disengaged by the parallel solenoid valve (3). The block’s other solenoid valve controls
the function between front- and four-wheel drive. From the control unit’s excess flow valve, in case of low pressure
in the valve block for transmission, comes auxiliary pressure/filling pressure (= feed pressure).
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Four-wheel drive without diff lock.

F=Front axle
R=Rear axle
F=Flow distributor

8043-231

Circuit diagram four-wheel drive without diff lock

Four-wheel drive means driving at low speeds. Front and rear wheel circuits are connected in parallel. The
hydraulic pump’s flow is distributed both to the front wheel circuit and the rear wheel circuit, at which the
wheel motors run on lower revs than during two-wheel drive.
When driving in one direction, the hydraulic oil flows out via port A to the valve block for transmission and on
through he flow distributor (f). The valve (3) is open and connected in parallel with the flow distributor, so the
chokes in the flow distributor do not have any function. The flow distributor thus supplies even pressure on both
wheel pairs. The hydraulic oil then flows through the wheel motors and back to the hydraulic pump for the drive
system’s port B. A certain amount flows through a flushing valve (10), which lets 10% of the oil flow back to the
tank via the oil cooler (12). The flushing valve only changes oil which is on its way back to the hydraulic pump.
The gate valve in the flushing valve detects the pressure from the axial piston pump’s A and B side and directs
the return oil to the pressure limiting valve, which opens at 1.5MPa (15 bar). The pressure 1.5 MPa (15 bar) is
needed to ensure that wheel motor circuit is filled.The return oil then flows to the tank via the radiator.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Four-wheel drive diff lock

F=Front axle
R=Rear axle
F=Flow distributor

8043-232

Circuit diagram Four-wheel drive with diff lock

The differential lock works longitudinally by means of the front and rear wheels getting separate circuits.
When the differential lock is activated, the valve (3) closes. The oil is forced through the flow distributor (f).
The flow is distributed to the front wheel pairs and the rear wheel pairs as the flow distributor has different
chokes for the front and rear wheel circuits.
The hydraulic oil then flows through the wheel motors and on to the hydraulic pump for the drive system’s
suction side, as described in 4WD parallel driving.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Two-wheel drive

F=Front axle
R=Rear axle

8043-233

Circuit diagram Two-wheel drive

Two-wheel drive involves driving in high gear. The entire hydraulic pump’s flow is distributed to the front circuit, as a result of which the wheel motors operate at higher speed.
A flow goes from the hydraulic pump for the drive system to the valve block for the transmission and out to
the front axle and its wheel motors. The flow distributor does not fulfil any function here; the flow just
passes by the sensor. The valve (2), controlling the flow to the rear wheels is closed to supply flow but
open for the oil to circulate in the rear wheel circuit. The flow on the rear axle is looped and mixed with the
return oil coming from the front wheel motors. What happens with the rear wheel motors is that some oil is
replaced with the oil coming from the front wheel pairs. In this oil, a certain amount has previously been
replaced with new cold oil. In this way, the oil in the rear wheel circuit is cooled.
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Cutting unit with suspension
The cutting unit’s drive is described under “Transmission”.
Husqvarna PT 26D is equipped with a front mounted cutting unit to also mow in confined areas efficiently.
The machine is supplied with cutting unit Combi 132 or Combi 155. Combi 155 can be side shifted approximately 8 cm (3.1/8") in relation to the machine.
Older types of cutting unit cannot be attached.
The Combi unit functions as a BioClip unit when a BioClip plug is fitted, but can be changed to rear ejection
by removing the BioClip plug.

8009-892

Combi 132

8009-777

Combi 155

8009-765

Service position

8009-289

Removal of BioClip Plug

In order to provide good accessibility for cleaning, repair and servicing, the unit can be set in the service
position. The service position means that the unit is raised and locked in the vertical position.
The Cutting Unit Components
A. Pin
B. Link joint
C. Cutting unit mountings
D. Cutting height settings
E. Propeller shaft with quick couplings
F. Service handle
G. Drive belt with cover
H. Angle gear
8009-759

The Cutting Unit Components
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION

8043-139

Lift system

The hydraulic lifting cylinder's (13) piston rod
is connected to a lateral member (1), which
has two forward facing lifting arms (4+5) with
attachment arms (3).
The cutting unit is suspended at the rear
edge in the two attachment arms with link
joints and pins. At the front are two swivel
castors.
An electro-hydraulic function gives a weight
transfer to the machine, to reduce the ground
pressure of the attachment.
The mowing height setting is made using
three knobs, two at the front and one at the
back.

8043-047

Mowing height settings

The tilt angle is adjusted using an adjuster
screw on the right-hand side of the cover.

8009-787

Adjustment screw tilt angle
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DESIGN AND FUNCTION
The cutting unit’s belt, on the top of attachment cover, is a V-belt. The blades are not
timed, they are mutual “collision proof”. Consequently they do not have shear pins. A
heavy-duty spring with a tension wheel gives
the belt the correct belt tension.
The angle gear input shaft is connected to
the propeller shaft using a quick coupling.
The quick coupling is released when you pull
the spring-loaded ring backwards and at the
same time the propeller shaft’s sliding joint is
pressed together.
8009-879

Belt position diagram

WARNING!
Never leave the rear part of the propeller shaft engaged when the front
one has been released. Somebody
could start the engine.
The angle gear is a separately lubricated
gear drive with two mitre gears. The oil level
is checked with a sight glass.
The belt is driven from a pulley on the underside of the angle gear, which in turn is driven
by the propeller shaft.

8009-762

Propeller shaft

The three blades on fitted on individual vertical axles, which are bearing mounted using
large bearings in bearing housings that are
bolted to the cover.

8009-773

Angle gear sight glass
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Repair Instructions
Removing and refitting the engine

WARNING!
Hot components, allow the engine
to cool
1.

Remove the engine cover.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Hold the bolts so that the poles are not put
under strain.
8009-779

Fastening bolts engine cover

2.

Release the cable connections. Remove
the battery fastening bolts. Then lift out
the battery.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Used engine and hydraulic oil are hazardous to health and must not be disposed of
on the ground or in nature; it should always
be disposed of at a workshop or appropriate
disposal location.
Avoid skin contact; wash with soap and
water in case of spills.
3.

Position the wheels fully to the left and
drain the engine oil.

4.

Drain the hydraulic tank.

8009-795

Engine oil drainage

WARNING!
Coolant is poisonous and hazardous to the environment. Handle
according to local regulations.
5.

Drain the coolant.

6.

Remove the air filter with rubber hoses.

7.

Clean the hydraulic and fuel connections
which need to be released, as set out in
the general instructions.

8.

Loosen the hydraulic hoses from the
hydraulic tank.

9.

Release the console with battery disconnector relay and fuses from the battery
shelf. Bind up the console.

10. Release the cables from the fuel filter. Fit
the protective plugs.

8043-117

The hydraulic tank’s drain plug

8009-884

Coolant draining
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
11. Remove the engine frame with the
hydraulic tank, the fuel filter and battery
shelf fitted.
12. Remove the driver's seat.
13. Remove the plate over the hydraulic
pump's drive axle.
14. Make sure that the engine cannot start
and remove the hydraulic pump's drive
axle.
8043-164

The hydraulic pump’s drive axle

15. Release the spring tension on the belt
tensioner for the power take-off belts.

16. Pry off the power take-off belts from the
crankshaft belt pulley.

8009-887

Release the spring tension

17. Release the electrical cable to the solenoid clutch in the connector and cut off
the cable tie.

18. Loosen the lower hydraulic hose from
the working hydraulic pump.
19. Remove the upper and lower radiator
hoses.
20. Remove the muffler.

21. Remove the cooling fan to prevent it
from being damaged. See “Replacing
the cooling fan” on page 64”

8043-143

Dismantling the cooling fan
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
22. Remove the bracket screws for the cable
harness on the front of the engine.
23. Separate the fuel return line in the
connector.
24. Release the electrical cables (two) from
the starter. Cut the cable tie.
25. Release the cables to the engine temperature sensor and the temperature
sensor on the thermostat housing.
26. Release the electrical cables from the
alternator.
27. Release the cable harness from the
muffler bracket.

8043-145

Electrical cabling right-hand side

28. Release the throttle control cable from
the injection pump's regulator arm and
the bracket.
29. Release the electrical cable from the oil
pressure sensor and the cable clamp in
the bracket behind the battery.
30. Release the electrical cable from the
front glow plug.
31. Separate the electric cable to the injection pump in the connector by the feed
pump.
32. Release the earth connection cables
from the connection point under the oil
filter.

8009-813

Throttle control cable

33. Remove the large screws in the engine
mounting pads.
34. Connect the lifting device to the lifting
eyes on both sides of the valve cover.
Lift slightly, pull the engine straight back
and lift it off.
35. Clean the engine bed.
36. When replacing the engine, move requisite components to the new engine.
37. Check the radiator hoses. Replace them
if they are hard or have cracks.

8043-147

Earth connection cables

38. Lift the engine into position. Watch the
underneath of the radiator. Guide the
solenoid clutch so that the lower cut-out
fits into its counterhold on the left-hand
side.
39. Fit the screws in the engine mounting
pads.
40. Remove the lifting device.
41. Assemble all parts in reverse order. The
screws for the rear mounting of the
hydraulic pump's drive axle are locked
with dry locks and may only be fitted
three times.

8043-212

Solenoid clutch lower cut-outs
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Cooling system

8043-203

Cooling system

WARNING!
Do not open the radiator cap
quickly when the engine is hot, first
release the overpressure with the
cap partially unscrewed. Risk of
burns. Use protective gloves and
protective goggles.
The antifreeze fluid and coolant are
hazardous to health. Store them in
marked containers that are inaccessible to children and animals.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Never fill a hot engine with cold coolant.
Risk of extensive engine damage.
8009-779

Engine cover’s mounting screws

Replacing the cooling fan
1.

Remove the engine hood completely.

2.

Disconnect the cooling fan's power cable
in the connector.

3.

Remove the fastening bolts (76) holding
the cooling fan in the fan housing.

4.

Lift off the cooling fan (75) upwards to
the right.

5.

Assemble the cooling fan in the reverse
order.
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8043-143

Dismantling the cooling fan

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Cleaning the radiator’s heat exchanger
Remove the radiator grille (69). If the dirt is
mixed with oil, first spray cold degreasing
agent and wait approximately 5 minutes.
Then flush the radiator with water jets from
the engine compartment. Contaminated oil,
can be due to a leaking oil cooler. Replace
the cooler in the event of leakage. The cooler
is made of aluminium, which is why repairs
are not recommended.
Replacing the cooler
1.

Remove the engine hood completely.

2.

Separate the cooling fan's power cable
in the connector.

3.

Remove the fastening bolts (76) holding
the cooling fan (75) in the fan housing.

4.

Lift off the cooling fan upwards to the right.

WARNING!
Coolant is poisonous and hazardous to the environment. Handle
according to local regulations.
5.

Empty the cooling system through the
plug (82) on the lower radiator hose.

6.

Remove the panel with the cover under
the switch panel.

7.

Release the bracket with cable harnesses
from the engine compartment wall.

8.

Release the upper and lower radiator
hoses (78+79) from the radiator.

9.

Drain the hydraulic tank if sealing plugs
for the hydraulic lines are not available.

8009-884

Coolant draining

10. Place a container under the hydraulic
cooler to collect the waste oil.
11. Clean according to the general instructions.
12. Release the hydraulic lines from the cooler.
Use a counterhold. Fit protective plugs.
13. Remove the cooler's securing nuts (68)
and lift off the cooler.
14. When replacing the cooler, move over
the fan cover (73).

8043-117

The hydraulic tank's drain plug

15. Check that the sealing strip between the
cooler and the engine compartment wall is
undamaged and is in the correct position.
16. Assemble in reverse order. Tightening
torque for hydraulic lines as set out in the
table.
Caution: Different screws for the panel,
threaded screws on top and self-tapping
screws underneath.
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
17. Fill with coolant. See the mixing table in
the chapter “Specifications”. Run the
engine and top up if necessary.
18. Check for leakage after running warm.
Pressure testing the radiator
The radiator must be disconnected from the
remainder of the cooling system when testing
at the pressure below.
The max. permitted pressure in the coolant
section or the hydraulic section is 10 bar
static or dynamic pressure.
Oil or air can be used as the pressure
medium.
Use a coolant system tester with an adapter
to pressure test the complete cooling system.
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Lubrication system
Checking the oil level
Check the oil level in the engine when the machine is
standing horizontally with the engine switched off.
Remove the dipstick and wipe it clean. Then
insert the dipstick again.
Take the dipstick out again and read the oil level.

The oil level should be between the markings
on the dipstick. If the level is approaching the
“ADD” mark, lower notch, top up the oil to the
“FULL” mark, upper notch on the dipstick,
see viscosity below.

8009-793

The engine dipstick

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Used engine oil is hazardous to health and
must not be disposed of on the ground; it
should always be disposed of at a workshop
or appropriate disposal location.
Avoid skin contact; wash with soap and
water in case of spills.

8009-794

Dipstick marking

Changing the engine oil
WARNING!
Engine oil can be very hot if it is
drained directly after stopping the
engine. Allow the engine to cool
somewhat first.
Change the oil when the engine is at a temperature hot enough for any dirt to flow out
more easily.
1.

Position the wheels fully to the left.

2.

Place a vessel underneath the drain plug.

3.

Remove the dipstick. Remove the drain
plug on the oil pan and allow the oil to
run into the vessel.

4.

Clean and install the drain plug and
tighten.

8009-795

5.

Drain plug

0W
5W 20
10W 30
15W 40

Replace the oil filter if necessary.

20W 50
20

6.

Fill with oil in accordance with the
viscosity chart.

7.

Run the engine to operating temperature, then check that there is no leakage
from the oil plug or oil filter.

8.

Check the oil level, top up if necessary.

30
40

-30
-22

-20 -10
-4 -14

0
32

10
50

20
68

30 40 50 C
86 104 122 F

8043-029

Viscosity chart
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Replacing the engine’s oil filter
WARNING!
Risk of spray and burn injuries. The
engine’s oil filter may be very hot
immediately after stopping. Allow
the engine to cool somewhat first.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Replaced filters must be deposited with
assigned places for correct disposal. Avoid
skin contact; wash with soap and water in
case of spills.
1.

Remove the oil filter. If necessary, use a
filter remover.

2.

Clean the oil filter’s mounting.

3.

Wipe new, clean engine oil onto the seal
for the new filter.

4.

Mount the filter by hand with + 3/4 turn.

5.

Run the engine warm, then check that
there are no leaks around the oil filter
seal.

6.

Check the oil level in the engine, top up if
necessary. The oil filter holds 0.2 litres of
oil.
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8009-801

Engine oil filter

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Auxiliary system
Adjusting the pump and alternator
drive belts
1.

Slacken off the adjustment screw
1/2 turn.

2.

Pry out the alternator using a
screwdriver or similar until the belt can
be pressed in approximately 1 cm (3/8")
with moderate thumb pressure between
the pump and alternator. Loosen, if
necessary, the alternator’s lower
mounting screw slightly if the belt cannot
be tensioned.
Caution: Do not pry against the
alternator housing, pry against the
bearing shield, see image.

3.

Tighten the adjustment screw.

4.

Check tighten the alternator’s mounting
screw.

8009-781

Adjusting the pump and alternator drive belts

Replacing the pump and generator
drive belts
1.

Release the belt tension for the pump
and alternator drive belts completely and
pry off the belts. If necessary, slacken off
the alternator’s lower mounting screw
slightly if the alternator is securely
fastened.

2.

Install a new belt.

3.

Adjust the pump and alternator belts
asabove.
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Fuel and intake system
Removing and refitting thefuel tank
1.

Remove the driver’s seat.

2.

If the fuel level in the tank is higher than
the suction line:
Clamp together the suction line (16) with
self-locking pliers or a hand vice.

3.

Release the suction line from the feed
pump and plug it with a 10 mm plug or
bolt. If the fuel level is lower, the suction
line can be released from the tank.

4.

Separate the return line (17) on the joint
nipple behind the radiator.

5.

Remove the attaching plate (4) for the
tank and lift off the tank.

6.

Check the rubber pads (2) for the tank
and then assemble the fuel tank in the
reverse order.

Measuring the feed pressure
See Perkins service instruction.
Connect the manometer to the vent screw on
the fuel filter holder, thread M6.
Bleeding the fuel system
If you have run out of fuel, the fuel system
must be bled. Facilitate bleeding by pumping
using a hand pump. Remove the fuel tank
filler cap and check the return fuel to the tank.
When bubble free fuel flows to the tank, the
engine can be started.

8043-192

Fuel system

Carry out full bleeding as follows:
1.

Loosen the bleed screw on the fuel filter
holder at least 1/2 a turn.

2.

Pump using the hand pump until clean
fuel, without air bubbles, exits the drain
hole. Tighten the screw moderately.

3.

Loosen the bleed screw on the injection
pump at least 1/2 a turn. Pump using the
hand pump until clean fuel, without air
bubbles, exits the drain hole. Tighten the
screw moderately.

4.

8009-774

Hand pump

Rotate the engine with the starter motor
for a maximum of 15 seconds. Wait
30 seconds before the next start
attempt.

8009-782

Bleed screw on fuel filter holder
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Replacing the Fuel Filter
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
All action taken in the fuel system requires
utmost cleanliness to prevent damaging the
injection pump. Damage caused by poor
hygiene is not covered by the warranty.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Replaced filters must be deposited is
assigned places for correct disposal. Avoid
skin contact; wash with soap and water in
case of spills.
The fuel filter must be replaced regularly, see
Maintenance schedule for intervals, or if the
feed pressure has dropped below the permitted value due to a blocked filter. Feed pressure may be low for reasons other than poor
fuel hygiene.
e.g. defective excess flow valve.
8009-870

1.

Place a suitable container under the filter.

2.

Clean the filter bracket and filter cartridge
externally with white spirit or diesel.

3.

Blow dry with compressed air.

4.

Clamp together the inlet hose with selflocking pliers if the level in the tank is so
high that there is a risk of leakage.

5.

Replace filter cartridge.

6.

Remove the pliers from the inlet hose.
Bleed the fuel system.

7.

Blow or wipe dry. Start the engine and
check for leakage.

Fuel filter

Servicing the air filter
If the engine seems to lack power or does not
run smoothly, the reason may be that the air
filter is clogged. When driving with a dirty air
filter the engine does not receive enough air,
which does not meet the environmental
demands, and the engine does not operate at
full efficiency.

8043-200

Air filter
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Emptying the particle trap
Compress so that the rubber tabs open and
any particles can drop out.
Cleaning the cyclone filter
Remove the cover (52) held in position by
two brace locks and clean the inside of the
cover. Wash with soap water and blow dry
using compressed air after removing the
cover.
8009-788

Particle trap on air filter

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
It is important that the particle trap is turned
straight down when installing the cover.
Replacing the Air Filter
Remove the cover held by two brace locks.
Pull the air filter cartridge (51) straight out
and remove it.
Wipe the inside of the air filter housing dry. If
necessary, dampen the cloth with white spirit
or fuel. Water or compressed air must not be
used.

8009-789

Cyclone filter

Install a new air filter cartridge with the hole
inwards and press into position. It is important that the particle trap is turned straight
down when installing the cover.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Do not used compressed air to clean the filter.
Do not wash the paper filter.
Do not oil the paper filter.

8009-790

Air filter cartridge
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Chassis
Checking and adjusting the throttle control
Check that the engine responds to throttle
increases and that a good engine speed is
attained at full throttle.
Front stop screw for max speed is sealed.
Breaking the seal can invalidate the engine
warranty.
If adjustments are necessary, they can be
made as follows for the cable:
1.

Move the throttle control to maximum
speed and check that the arm for the
regulator lightly supports the front stop
screw.

2.

Move the throttle control to idling and
check that the arm for the regulator
supports the rear stop screw.

3.

If necessary, move the cable casing in
its rear mounting.

4.

Start the engine and check the idling
speed. Adjust the rear stop screw if
necessary.

5.

Move the throttle control to max. speed
and check the maximum speed.

8009-913

Throttle control cable

Adjusting the hydrostatic control and the neutral position
If the machine tends to run forwards or backwards when the engine is running and the
pedals are unaffected, the spring tension at
the pump’s control arm can be altered by
turning the eccentric cam by the spring.
WARNING!
Incorrect adjustment may cause
dangerous machine handling.
8009-875

The hydrostatic control is adjusted as follows:
1.

Raise the machine so that the wheels
rotate freely.

2.

Loosen the lock nut slightly, the eccentric cam should be hard to turn.

3.

Turn the eccentric using a spanner.

4.

Tighten the locking nut.

5.

Test drive.

6.

Stop the engine and repeat from point 2
if necessary.

7.

Check the status of the LED, to ensure
that the sensor is activated when the
pedals are unactuated.

Hydrostatic control

8043-109

Hydrostatic control sensor
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Adjusting the steering rod
The steering rod is adjusted so that the
hydraulic pump reaches its stop position for
forward driving at the same time as the forward pedal reaches its stop position. This
provides maximum speed for forward driving.
Before the steering rod is adjusted, the
pump’s neutral position must be correctly set,
see above.
1.

Loosen the lock nuts, one of which is
left-hand threaded, on the steering
rod (3).

2.

Extend (turn) the rod (3) so that the
pump goes to the end position before the
forward pedal is completely pressed
down.

3.

Press down the forward pedal completely
and turn the rod (3) until the forward pedal
reaches its limit stop on the bottom of the
pedal bracket, at the same time as the
pump is set to its end position.

4.

Tighten the lock nuts for the rod.
8043-213

Forward pedal limit stop
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Steering console

8043-193

Steering console

Lock
1.

Remove the plastic cover (46).

2.

Remove the spring (16) and the lock’s
spring (newer version)

3.

Keep track of the spring (15) (older version) and remove the screws (10). The
spacers (11) are released.

4.

Remove the lock backwards.

Steering console
1.

Remove the indicator panel, see
“Replacing theindicator panel” on
page 100.

2.

Remove the headlight with holder if
necessary. Otherwise, disconnect the
electric cable.

3.

Remove the steering wheel hub by
prying it loose using a screwdriver.

4.

Remove the steering wheel, secured
using one screw under the steering
wheel hub. Save the key.

5.

Remove control unit's fastening bolts.

6.

Opened the clamp for the steering wheel
adjustment and fold away the control
unit.

7.

Remove the plastic cover (46).

8.

Remove the spring (16) and the lock’s
spring (newer version)

9.

Remove the screws (17) and lift off the
steering console.

8043-130

Headlight and indicator panel, parts

8043-127

Control unit, components.
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Dismantling the rear axle

8043-200

Rear axle attachment

1.

Jack up and block the machine under
the frame.

2.

Remove the rear wheels.

3.

Place a container under the valve block
transmission.

4.

Clean according to the general instructions.

5.

Drain the hydraulic tank if sealing plugs
for the hydraulic lines are not available.

6.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

7.

Release the hydraulic hoses for the rear
axle from the elbow nipples under the
valve block transmission. Fit sealing plugs
to prevent leakage and contamination.

8.

Remove the clamp for the hydraulic
hoses.

9.

Remove the four screws (20+21) holding
the pendulum shaft (19) in the rear
axle (22) and pull out the pendulum
shaft.

10. Caution: The rear axle is heavy. Pull the
rear axle backwards and lift it down.
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8043-132

Jacking up

8043-133

Pendulum shaft screws

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Assembling the rear axle
1.

Guide the hydraulic hoses into position
and lift the rear axle (22) onto the rear
frame (12).

2.

Lubricate the pendulum shaft (19)with
molybdenum disulphide grease and
assemble it. Tightening torque according
to the table.

3.

Connect the hydraulic hoses according
to the markings. Tightening torque
according to the table.

4.

Fit the clamp for the hydraulic hoses.
Check that the hoses do not rub against
any material, even when fully extended
in both directions and rear axle pendling.

5.

Fill with hydraulic oil.

6.

Run the hydraulic motors for bleeding
and leakage testing.

7.

Top up the hydraulic oil if necessary.

8.

Refit the rear wheels.

Replacing bushings for pendulum
shaft
1.

Remove the rear axle.

2.

Carefully cut the old bushings (23) using
a hacksaw blade and remove them.

3.

Assemble the new bushings so that they
sit level with the hole in the rear axle.

4.

Check that there are no burrs on the
pendulum shaft from assembly. Adjust if
necessary using an engineer's scraper.

5.

Lubricate the bushings with molybdenum
disulphide grease.

Replacing the articulated steering
bearings
1.

Remove the rear axle.

2.

Remove the steering cylinder’s rear
attachment.

3.

Remove the console and the steering
cylinder’s rear attachment (model year
06 and 07). Release the steering cylinder from the rear frame.

4.

Remove the bolts (8) for the upper and
lower bearings in the rear frame.

5.

Lift the rear frame until the studs release
from the bearings and lift off the rear frame.

6.

Remove the circlips and knock out the
bearings.
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7.

Check that the steering stop in front of
the lower bearing is secured.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. Lubricate the
bearing seatings and studs with corrosion inhibiting grease or copper-based
lubricant. Tightening torque according to
the table.

Replacing the parking brake pedal

8043-198, -199

Parking brake model year 2007- 2008

1.

Remove the floor plate.

2.

Remove the screw (81), nut (82),
spacer (80) and washer (83).

3.

Remove the screw (48) and release the
cable lever from the pedal.

4.

Remove the pedal downwards.

5.

Assemble in reverse order. Lubricate
with corrosion inhibiting grease. Tightening torque according to the table.

Replacing the parking brake lock
Model year 2007 - 2008
1.

Remove the floor plate.

2.

Remove the plastic panel covering the
circuit board.

3.

Remove the two screws (55) holding the
entire lock.

4.

Disconnect the cable from the lock by
angling it.

5.

Remove the entire lock.

6.

If necessary, take apart the lock by
removing the screw (43).

7.

Assemble in reverse order.
Caution: Different screws for the plastic
panel, threaded screws on top and selftapping screws underneath.
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Replacing the parking brake lock
cable
Model year 2007 - 2008
1.

Remove the parking brake lock cable
and unhook the cable from the lock.

2.

Remove the cable handle.

3.

Remove the upper nut and pull the wire
downwards.

Older machines lack star washers.
506 48 87-01, whose task is to prevent the
cable from rotating when the upper nut is
tightened. Older machines should be modified. On newer machines, the star washer is
transferred to the new cable.
4.

Thread on the clutch nut on the new cable.

5.

Thread on the star washer on the new
cable.

6.

Lock the star washer and clutch nut, size
11 mm as illustrated.

7.

11mm

8043-208

Locking position star washer and clutch nut

Assemble all parts in the reverse order.

Replacing the parking brake lock
Model year 2006

8043-209

Parking brake model year 2006

1.

Remove the floor plate.

2.

Remove the plastic panel covering the
circuit board.

3.

Remove the two screws (78) holding the
complete lock.

4.

Remove the entire lock.

5.

If necessary, take apart the lock by
unhooking the spring (59) and removing
the screw (57).

6.

Assemble in reverse order.
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Adjusting the parking brake
WARNING!

R

A poorly adjusted parking brake can
result in reduced braking ability.

L

1. Raise the machine so that the wheels
rotate freely.
2. When the parking brake has been
released, check that partial braking of the
front wheels does not occur.
3. Check that the braking effect is even and that
the wheels stop with normal pedal travel.
4. Check that the pedal can be locked in the
applied position with normal pedal force.

8043-018

Parking brake

5. Adjust as necessary using the wires’
adjuster screws (R and L).

Wheel brake

8043-205

Wheel brake

1.

Loosen the wheel nuts (2) and the wheel
motor hub nut.

2.

Lift and block the machine.

3.

Remove the wheel nuts and the front
wheel.

4.

Unhook the brake cable spring from the
lever arm.

5.

Remove the brake drum.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

6.

Remove the screws (6) and the brake
shield.

The brake bands must be completely free of
oil and grease.

7.

Assemble in reverse order.
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Power transmission
WARNING!
Prevent the engine from starting
when working on moving parts.
Take into account the risk of the
engine starting unintentionally
Bleeding the drive system
See the chapter hydraulic systems.
Maintenance of the transmission
The machine is designed for a minimum of
maintenance.
•

However, this presupposes that dirt does
not enter the hydraulic system. Read
“Hydraulic system\Hydraulic Hygiene”.

•

Do not wash using a high pressure washer
so that water can penetrate into bearings.

•

Protect belts against oil, grease and
degreasing agent.

•

Check the belts and replace them
according to the service log.

•

Lubricate, change the oil and filters
according to the lubrication chart.

8043-196

Power transmission
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Replacing the solenoid clutch
1.

Remove the driver's seat and the fuel
tank.

2.

Remove the plate over the hydraulic
pump's drive axle.

3.

Ensure that the engine cannot start.

4.

Remove the bolts (101+106) to the front
clutch for the hydraulic pump's drive axle
and spacer ring (102).

5.

Remove the bolts (100) to the rear clutch
for the hydraulic pump's drive axle.
Remove the hydraulic pump's drive axle.

6.

Release the belt tensioner's spring tension and pry off the power take-off belts
from the upper pulley.

7.

Pull apart the connector for the solenoid
clutch’s power cable and cut the cable
tie for power cable.

8.

Remove the solenoid clutch’s centre
bolt (9). 8 mm hex key.

9.

Remove the front drive disc (96) for the
solenoid clutch.

8043-164

The hydraulic pump's drive axle

10. Angle out the belt pulley unit so it runs
free and remove it from the solenoid
clutch.
11. Remove the clutch hub from the solenoid
clutch.
12. Pull forward the coil unit as far as possible.
13. Remove the three bolts for the rear drive.
They are screwed into the flywheel.
14. Pull forward the rear drive until it runs
free of the flywheel after which the solenoid clutch can be taken out downwards.
15. Remove the coil unit from the rear drive.
16. Guide the coil unit onto the rear drive
disc’s stub axle.
17. Assemble the rear drive disc with coil
unit on the engine's flywheel. Tightening
torque according to the table.
18. Move the coil unit backwards and make
sure that its lower cut-outs aligns in the
stop under the radiator. Check that there
is play between the cut-out and stop and
that the cable is routed to the left.
19. Assemble the clutch hub with the small
shoulder facing forwards and align in the
keyway on the rear drive disc.
20. Assemble the belt pulley unit. Angle it
past the riveted plate and guide it onto
the clutch hub’s shoulder.
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8043-212

Solenoid clutch lower cut-outs

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
21. Assemble the front drive disc. Align in
the keyway and tighten the centre bolt as
set out in the table.
22. Connect the power cable and tie it up
using a cable tie so it cannot rub against
the flywheel or other rotating parts.
23. Assemble the power take-off belts.
24. Assemble the belt tensioner springs.
25. Assemble the drive axle for the hydraulic
pump and spacer ring on the front clutch.
Caution: The bolts for the rear clutch are
covered with dry locking and may only
be fitted three times. Tightening torque
according to the table.
26. Assemble the plate over the hydraulic
pump's drive axle, the fuel tank and
driver's seat.
27. Fill with fuel and bleed the fuel system.
28. Check the function of the solenoid
clutch.

Measuring the solenoid clutch resistance
See “Solenoid clutch” on page 127.
Guideline values 2 .

8043-195

Measuring the solenoid clutch resistance
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Replacing the power take-off belts
Always replace the belts in pairs.
1.

Remove the driver’s seat.

2.

Remove the protective cover above the
hydraulic pump's drive shaft.

3.

Secure the injection pump stop arm
backward in position for engine stopping.

4.

Release the drive shaft from the hydraulic pump and remove the spacer
ring (102) from the coupling.

5.

Release the belt tensioner’s spring tension, two springs.

6.

Pry off the belt from the rear belt pulley
and guide it through the belt tensioner to
the rear of the belt pulley.

7.

Pry off the front belt from the lower belt
pulley and guide it through the belt tensioner to the rear of the belt pulley.

8.

Pry off both belts from the crankshaft
belt pulley and guide it through the gap
between the drive shaft and the hydraulic pump.

9.

8009-885

Stop arm

8043-113

Drive axle

Install a new belt in reverse order. Insert
both belts between drive axle and
hydraulic pump.
First lay both belts on the crankshaft belt
pulley and then the front belt on the
lower belt pulley.

Belt tensioner power take-off belt

8043-059

Belt tensioner spring attachments

The roller (114) can be removed without dismantling the belt tensioner. Release the belt
tensioner’s spring tension and move the belts
to one side, the roller is now accessible from
the right-hand side of the machine.
Dismantling of the belt tensioner:
1.

Release the belt tensioner’s spring tension, two springs.

2.

Remove the belt tensioner's bearing
bolt (119).

3.

Remove the rear bearing bracket's
screws (109+110).

4.

Pry off the belts from the lower belt
pulley (92) and guide them through the
belt tensioner to the rear of the belt
pulley.

5.

Remove the belt tensioner’s roller (114).

6.

Remove the belt tensioner (117). Angle it
anti-clockwise, so it fits between pulley
and the frame.
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8043-060

Dismantling position at the lower belt pulley

8043-135

Belt tensioner

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
7.

Lubricate the belt tensioner’s axle bushing with corrosion inhibiting grease or
copper-based lubricant and thread it in
the belt tensioner.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. Tightening
torque for screws as set out in the table.

power take-off shaft
1.

Remove the propeller shaft for the angle
gear.

2.

Remove the belt tensioner and pry the belts
off the power take-off shaft’s belt pulley.

3.

Remove the two lock nuts (105) for the
belt pulley.

4.

Remove the belt pulley from the axle.
Take care of the key (94). Risk of fretting
corrosion and cutting. Lubricate with thin
oil and knock back the belt pulley. The belt
pulley or axle may need to be sacrificed.

5.

Remove the screws (109+110) holding
the rear bearing in the chassis.

6.

Remove the two lock screws for the front
bearing. If the bearing has not seized up
on the axle, the axle can be knocked
back. If this is not possible, the bearing
can follow the axle backwards after the
screws holding the axle in the chassis
have been removed.

7.

Slide the axle out backwards. If necessary, fold away the hydraulic hoses so
that the front bearing can pass.

8.

Replace the bearing if necessary. The
bearings have two locking screws each
against the axle. Lubricate the bearing
settings on the axle with copper-based
lubricant or anti-corrosive grease. The
bearings’ locking screws may not be
tightened in this position.

9.

Assemble in reverse order, lubricate the
seating for the belt pulley and key with
copper-based lubricant or anti-corrosive
grease. It is important that the screws
holding the bearings in the chassis are
tightened before the bearings’ locking
screws are tightened, so that the bearings are not subjected to axial load.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The screws holding the bearings in the
chassis must be tightened before the bearings’ locking screws are tightened, so that
the bearings are not subjected to axial load.
Tightening torque according to the table.

10. Lubricate the bearings with lubricant spray.
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Assembling accessories
Accessories hydraulic kit
See “Assembly instruction Equipment kit”
publikation 115 03 33-01, accompanying the
assembly kit in a language-free version.

Accessories traffic kit
See “Assembly instruction Road kit, PT26D”
publikation 115 03 32-01, accompanying the
assembly kit in a language-free version.
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Cutting unit with suspension
Cutting unit suspension, see figure on page 89.

WARNING!
Prevent the engine from starting
when working on moving parts.

Attaching and removing the cutting unit

WARNING!
Exercise caution.
Risk of crush injuries
Wear protective gloves
See “Side shifting the cutting unit”. The
method also applies to Combi 132.
Side shifting the cutting unit
Cutting unit, Combi 155, can be side shifted
8 cm to the left or be centrally positioned on
the machine.
1.

Stop the engine. Switch off the weight
transfer switch.
8009-762

.

Remove the propeller shaft

WARNING!
Never leave the propeller shaft on
the machine with one end detached.
If the engine starts, damage might
occur.
2.

Remove the propeller shaft completely.
Pull the ring to release the quick connector and to be able to pull the propeller
shaft from the shaft journal.

3.

Start the engine and raise the cutting
unit to the transport position.

4.

Stop the engine.

5.

Remove the pins on both sides.

6.

Lower the cutting unit to the mowing
position.
When the engine has stopped: Ignition
switch in the ON position and the lever in
the lowered position within 3 seconds,
otherwise turn the ignition switch again.

7.

Remove the pins from the shafts and
remove the shafts from the link joints.

8043-050

Remove the pins

The cutting unit has now been removed
from the machine.

8009-776

Release the link joints
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8.

Remove the screws for the bearing
brackets.

9.

Remove the adjustment screw for tilt
angle from its mounting. TIP! Measure
where the lock nut is located on the
adjustment screw.

10. Remove the damper from the unit cover.
11. Screw in the adjustment screw for tilt
angle into the new attachment a few
turns.
12. Fit the bearing brackets and dampers in
new positions, see figure. L=left position,
C=centred. The right-hand bearing
bracket must be installed in the mounting
in the cover to prevent movement
against the underneath of the unit
mounting’s arm.

8043-172

Bearing brackets

13. Continue to screw in the adjustment
screw for tilt angle.
Assembling the cutting unit:
14. Install the shaft for the link joint and its
pins on both sides.
15. Install the pins on both sides
16. Stop the engine.
17. Install the pins on both sides.
18. Lower the cutting unit to the mowing
position.
When the engine has stopped: Ignition
switch in the ON position and the lever in
the lowered position within 3 seconds,
otherwise turn the ignition switch again.

8009-783

Adjustment screw tilt angle

19. Fit the propeller shaft.
20. Check and adjust the cutting unit tilt
angle. See “Tilt angle” on page 91.

8043-050

Install the pins on both sides.
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Replacing the lifting arms and bushings in the lifting system

8043-139

Lift system

1.

Remove the cutting unit, see “Side shifting the cutting unit” on page 87.

2.

Remove the floor plate.

3.

Remove the front wheels.

4.

Remove a circlip (15), knock out the
axle (14) and release the lifting cylinder
from the member.
WARNING!
Warning heavy parts are released.

5.

Remove the nuts (11) and knock out the
lifting bolts (10). Model year 2008 has
two plastic washers as axial bearings.

6.

Replace the bushings (6) in the arms and
the flange bushings (2) in the member.

7.

Before assembling lubricate with molybdenum disulphide grease.

8.

Caution: Risk for incorrect assembly, the
lifting arms (4) and (5) are turned so that
the brackets for the pins (9) point
upwards/outwards. Lift up the
member (1) with the lifting arms (4)
and (5) and fit the lifting bolts (10).

9.

Assemble the nuts (11), tightening
torque according to the table.

10. Assemble remaining parts in the reverse order.
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The Cutting Unit’s Service Position
In order to provide good accessibility for
cleaning, repair and servicing, the unit can be
set in the service position. The service position means that the unit is raised and locked
in the vertical position.
Placing in the Service Position
1.

The cutting unit must be in the lowered
position and the engine off.

.

8009-765

WARNING!

Service position

Never leave the propeller shaft on
the machine with one end detached.
If the engine starts, damage might
occur.
2.

Disconnect both quick couplings for the
propeller shaft under the service hatch
and remove the propeller shaft.

3.

Start the engine and raise the cutting
unit to the transport position.

4.

Stop the engine.

5.

Remove the pins on both sides.

6.

Tilt the cutting unit.

7.

Secure the cutting unit with the pin in the
service handle.

8.

The cutting unit in the service position.

8009-762

Propeller shaft

Releasing the Service Position
Images, see “Placing in the service position”.
1.

Remove the pin from the service handle
and lower the cutting unit.

2.

Install the pins on both sides.

3.

Lower the cutting unit to the mowing
position.

4.

Fit the propeller shaft. The propeller
shaft only fits one way. Close the service
hatch and assemble the screw.

8043-050

Right-hand side pin

8043-054

Securing in the service position
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Adjustments cutting unit
Setting the cutting height and tilt angle
When a new cutting unit is attached, you
need to adjust the tilt angle and cutting
height.
Adjustment must be made in the stated
order.
Starting position:
•

•

Check the tyre pressures 100 kPa /
1.0 bar / 14.5 PSI and 150 kPa / 1.5 bar /
21.7 PSI for the pivot wheels.

8043-046

Cutting height setting, front

The cutting unit must be lowered on a
flat surface.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
When replacing the cutting unit, you must
readjust the tilt angle and cutting height.

Cutting height
1.

Release the cutting height setting handle.

2.

Set the same height at all three setting
points.

3.

Tighten the cutting height handle by hand.

4.

Set the handle for cutting height setting.
Release the handle by pressing in the
button and turning it to the horizontal
position, so that it does not catch on
bushes etc.

8043-053

Cutting height setting, rear

The height interval is between 25-127 mm
(1"- 5"), 7 positions.
Tilt angle
The machine must be on a flat surface.
1.

Check the tyre pressures 100 kPa /
1.0bar / 14.5 PSI and 150 kPa / 1.5 bar /
21.7 PSI for the pivot wheels.

2.

Measure the distance between the
ground and the front and rear edges of
the unit.

3.

The cutting unit’s rear edge must be
6-9 mm (1/4"-3/8") higher than the unit’s
front edge.

4.

Unscrew the lock nut and turn the adjustment screw. Extend the stay in order to
raise the rear edge of the cutting unit.

5.

Then tighten the lock nut to the mounting.

8009-787

Adjusting the tilt angle
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Ground pressure
The ground pressure is adjusted hydraulically
in the “floating position” through the feed
pressure for the drive system's pump acting
on the lifting cylinder. With weight transfer
engaged, a lower ground pressure is
achieved on the unit’s pivot wheels and
increased ground pressure on the machine’s
front wheels.
The ground pressure is not adjustable, when
faults are suspected check the hydraulic
pump's feed pressure.

English-92

8043-009

Switch for weight transfer

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

8043-197

Cutting unit Combi 155
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Blade drive and bearings
Replacing the angle gear
1.

Dismantle the cutting unit. See “Side
shifting the cutting unit” on page 87.

2.

Remove the screws for the covers. Lift
off the protective covers from over the
belts.

3.

Pry off the belt from the belt pulleys. Use
a jimmy bar, if necessary, in order to
release the belt tension.

4.

Remove the gear housing's fastening
bolts and lift off the gear housing.

5.

Check that the belt tensioning equipment
is not jammed or binding and replace the
spring.

6.

Position the belt and assemble the gear
housing.

7.

Assemble the belt.
The belt position decal is on the cutting
unit under the protective cover.

8.

Install the protective covers.

9.

Fill the angle gear with oil.

Checking and Changing the oil in the
angle gear
Sight glass on the plug on the front of the
bevel gear.
Check the level when the cutting unit is in the
lower position. When filling, raise the cutting
unit to the transport position and remove the
plug with the sight glass.
Changing the oil:
Drain the bevel gear through the sight glass
with a suction hose equipped with a plastic
hose, which reaches the bottom of the housing.
Alternatively; Remove the cutting unit and
plastic covers. Place the cutting unit on its
top edge and drain the bevel gear through a
plug.

English-94

8009-773

Sight glass

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Replacing the cutting unit belt.
WARNING!
Protect your hands with gloves
when working with the blades.
There is a risk of crush injuries
when working with the belt.
On these cutting units with “collision-proof”
blades, the blades are driven by one V-belt.
Do as follows to replace the V-belt:
8009-880

1.

Dismantle the cutting unit. See “Side
shifting the cutting unit” on page 87.

2.

Remove the screws for the covers. Lift
off the protective covers from over the
belts.

3.

Pry off the old belt from the belt pulleys.
Use a jimmy bar, if necessary, in order to
release the belt tension.

4.

Slacken off two screws and remove the
three others for the gear housing. Turn
the gear housing so that the belts can be
moved under the pulley.

5.

Check that the belt tensioning equipment
is not jammed or binding and replace the
spring.

6.

Position the new belt and reinstall the
gear housing.

7.

Attach the new belt.

Relieving the spring

8009-879

Belt tightening

The belt position decal is on the cutting
unit under the protective cover.
8.
9.

Install the protective covers.
Attach the cutting unit to the machine.

8043-055

Gear housing turned for belt replacement

Blade bearings

WARNING!
Use gloves and protective eyewear
when working with the cutting unit.
8043-169

Spring and pulley

1.

Remove the cutting unit's upper covers,
see “Belt replacement”.

2.

Loosen the spring (1) that tensions the
V-belt and pry off the belt.

3.

Loosen the screw (2) that holds the belt
pulley a few turns. Lock the blade with a
wooden block or hold the belt pulley in
place, with an oil filter wrench, for example.
8009-292

Counterholdl
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4.

Remove the nuts, which hold the bearing
housing in position, from the top of the
cover. Make sure that the unit is positioned with the belt pulley against the
unit’s cover.

5.

Place a wooden block under the unit
cover so that the blade is free from the
supporting surface. Knock on the screws
to remove the belt pulley. Do not knock
hard enough to deform the cover. If the
belt pulley is stuck, heat it with a hot air
gun. Try not to use a puller as it can
deform the belt pulley. Do not lose the
key that sits between the pulley and the
shaft.

6.

Place the bearing housing in a vice and
remove the blade and washers.

7.

Replace the blade bolt in the shaft.
Screw it in a few turns and tap or press
down the hub. Do not lose the key that
sits between the hub and the shaft.

8.

Mark one end of the shaft. Press or tap
out the shaft (2).

9.

Tap out the bearing and remove the
spacer (3).

8043-179

Loosen the bearing housing

8043-180

Loosen the pulley. NOTE wooden block

Fit in reverse order.
Make sure that the shaft (2) is mounted in the
same direction as when it was removed,
otherwise the keys will not fit the grooves.
The blade bearing is tightened with a torque
of 20-25 Nm (14-18 lbft). The blade bearing is
tightened with a torque of 75-80 Nm
(52-56 lbft).
The belt pulley is tightened with a torque of
75-80 Nm (52-56 lbft).

8009-295

Dismantling the hub

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
When tightening the blade shaft screws, the
transmission side should always be tightened first and then the blade screws.
The belt pulley can be turned the wrong
way, the thicker side should be turned
downwards towards the blade.

8043-181

Blade bearings
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
An oil filter wrench, for example, can be used
to hold the pulley in place when the screw is
tightened.

Sharpening and balancing
the blades
.
WARNING!
Protect your hands with gloves
when working with the blades.

8043-181

Counterhold

Remove the blades as described in the
previous section.
Carefully clean the blades and check for
cracks. Crack indicating fluid is an good tool.
If signs of cracking are discovered the blades
should be discarded.
Fix the blade in a vice and sharpen it with a
sharpening file.
Attaching a punch, for example, horizontally
in the vice as shown.
Thread the hole in the centre of the blade
over the punch and make sure that the blade
is equally weighted. The illustration shows a
blade that needs to be adjusted, it must be
filed more so as to attain the right balance (at
the arrow).

8043-026

Sharpening blades

Dismantling the BioClip plug
To change a Combi unit from the BioClip
function to a cutting unit with rear ejection,
remove the BioClip plug, which is located
under the unit.
1.

Put the unit in the service position.

2.

Remove the screws holding the BioClip
plug, and remove the plug.

8043-027

Balancing blades

Tip: Fit full-thread screws
M8x15 mm in the screw holes to protect
the threads.
3.

Return the unit to the normal position.

Fit the BioClip plug in the reverse order.

8009-289

Dismantling the BioClip plug
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Swivel castor bearing
1.

Remove the screw (9) and washer (8).

2.

Remove the fork (7).

3.

Replace the bushings (5) if necessary.

4.

Assemble in reverse order.
Tightening torque according to the table.

5.

Lubricate with lubricant spray and check
that grease penetrates to the upper and
lower bearing.

2

17
20
16
9
8
5

Swivel castors

14

1.

Remove the screw (12+13) and remove
the wheel.

2.

Move the spacing pipe (11) to the new
wheel.

3.

Assemble in reverse order. Tightening
torque according to the table.

4.

Lubricate with lubricant spray and check
that grease penetrates to both sides.

6
18

4
19
5
12

14
7
13

10
11
8043-204

Swivel castors with bearing
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Electrical system
Generator
Checking the alternator
See Perkins Manual \ Electrical System \
Alternator – Test.
Replacing the alternator
1.

Release a battery cable.

2.

Release the power cables from the alternator.

3.

Loosen the alternator fastening bolts
approximately one turn. Press in the
alternator and pry off the pump and alternator belt.

4.

Remove the fastening bolts and lift off
the alternator.

5.

Assemble the alternator in the reverse
order. Adjust the belt tension according
to “Adjusting the pump and alternator
drive belts” on page 69.

8009-781

Press on the bearing shield when tightening the belt.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Circuit board
Circuit board replacement
See “Connectors on the circuit card” on
page 158 and “Placement of circuit card connections, melt fuses and LEDs” on page 157.
1.

Release a battery cable from the battery.

2.

Remove the panel with the cover under
switch panel.

3.

Mark up the cable harnesses under the
distribution box, so they are assembled
in the same position.

4.

Remove the plate, holding the rubber
grommets for the cable harnesses.

5.

Check the markings on the cable connections. Some connections have markings on the cables. Supplement if
necessary when the connections have
been disconnected. All outlet sockets on
the circuit board are connection marked.

6.

Disconnect all connections from the circuit card. Use bent round nosed pliers to
press in the plastic catches holding the
connections.

7.

Release the cable harnesses from the
underside of the distribution box.

8.

Remove the two front switches. Four
plastic catches on each switch must be
pressed in.

9.

Remove the nuts, holding the circuit board.

It is important to check the circuit outside
of the circuit board first, to ensure this is
correct, before replacing the circuit board.
Partly due to cost, but also so that no external fault can damage the new circuit board.

8043-140

Circuit board

8043-141

Use bent round nosed pliers
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The circuit board must not be subjected to
breaking or bending strain

10. Carefully remove the circuit board.
11. If necessary, move over the strapping on
the rear of the circuit board to the new
circuit board.
12. Carefully fit the new circuit board in position, make sure that it rests in the right
position before any of the nuts are tightened.
13. Fit the nuts and tighten moderately, so
as not to damage the circuit board.
14. Fit the connections according to the
markings, make sure that the plastic
catches lock correctly.
15. Assemble the two switches and connect
them to the circuit board.
16. Position the rubber grommets for the
cable harnesses and assemble the
plate.
17. Connect the battery.
18. Test all electrical functions with the LEDs
on the circuit board.
19. Assemble the panel. Caution: Different
screws, threaded screws on top and selftapping screws underneath.
Replacing theindicator panel

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
When the plastic covers are removed, the
unit with warning lamps is released. Do not
damage it.
1.

Remove the plastic covers (41+43)
around the steering wheel console.

2.

Release the power cable (NOTE plastic
catch) and carefully lift of the indication
panel (39).

3.

Assemble in reverse order.

4.

Check the function. All lamps should
come on briefly when the ignition key is
turned.

8043-130

Headlight and indicator panel, parts
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Switch, fuses
Replacing the switch chronometer and starter switch
The steering arm is secured with four M3screws in the ring for rubber bellows. When
assembling the yellow marked screw under
bellows should face forwards.
The tangent switches are secured by four
plastic catches on the underside of the panel.
They must be pushed in when dismantling.
The Chronometer is pop riveted and must be
drilled out when replacing.
The starter switch is secured by a ring nut on
top of the panel.
The power outlet is secured by a ring nut on
the underside of the panel.

8043-112

Main fuse

Main fuses
If FU3 or FU13 blows, the entire machine will
be dead. If FU12 blows only the indicator
panel works.
The main fuse FU13 is located in a box on
the battery's + pole. Open the cover on box
and check the fuse with a voltmeter during
trouble shooting.
Fuses FU3 for Control circuit
(10 A Red) and FU12 for the feed to the circuit board (50 A) are located behind the battery. FU3 is a flat pin loop fuse and you can
see if the loop has burnt off. FU12 is tested in
the same way as FU13 with a voltmeter.

8043-033

Fuses FU3 and FU12

Safety System
PT26D is equipped with a safety system that
prevents starting or driving under the following conditions.
The engine can only be started when the
parking brake is applied and the drive pedals
are unactuated. The driver does not need to
be seated in the driver’s seat. If the cutting
unit is connected, it is disengaged and must
be re-engaged.

8043-110

Parking brake sensor

The engine and cutting unit must stop if the
driver leaves the driver’s seat when the parking brake is not applied or if any driving pedal
is affected. There is a small delay to prevent
stoppages should the driver bounce in the
seat.
If the safety system is deployed, the switch
for operating the cutting unit must be pressed
in and pulled out again for the cutting unit to
work.

8043-109

Drive pedal sensor
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Replacing the switch for driver’s seat
1.

Pull apart the connector under the
driver's seat and release the shock
absorber from the chassis.

2.

Remove the driver’s seat.

3.

Remove the seat cushion from the
underframe.

4.

Remove the switch from the seat
cushion.

5.

Remove the switch from the cable. The
connector is locked by a plastic catch.

6.

8043-111

Driver’s seat switch

Assemble in reverse order.

Sensors
The function of the sensor can be tested with
the LED, which is integrated in the sensor.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The sensors only permit a 200 mA load.
Do not use a test lamp for testing.

•

Hydrostatic control (drive pedals)

•

Parking brake, see page 101

•

Lifting arm

•

Differential lock pedal

8043-171

LED in sensor drive pedals

Sensors are not sold separately. Replace the
cable harness with the four sensors when a
fault has been established.
Set the distance 2-3 mm between the sensor
and its target surface. Tightening torque
30 Nm.
8043-137

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Sensor lifting arm

The sensor has a thin wall with a fine thread
and the thread strip if tightened too tight.

8043-175

Sensor diff lock pedal
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Lights
Replacing the headlight bulb
Applies to the headlight lamp.
For information about the bulb type, see
“Technical data”.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
When the plastic covers are removed, the
unit with warning lamps is released. Do not
damage it.
1.

Remove the plastic covers (41+43)
around the steering wheel console.

2.

Disconnect the cable (Caution plastic
hooks) and carefully lift off the unit with
warning lamps (39).

3.

Remove the headlight console (34) from
the steering wheel console, 4 x screws.
(If the headlight insert is removed from
its mounting frame, the headlight must
be realigned.)

4.

8043-130

Headlight parts

Disconnect the electrical terminal from
the bulb.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Do not touch the bulb glass with your
fingers. Finger prints evaporate and mark
the reflector.

5.

Fold the wire loop for headlight lamp to
one side and replace the bulb.

6.

Assemble in reverse order.

Light setting
Place the machine at least 5 m from a wall.
The machine must stand flat.
The steering wheel console must be in the
rear position
Switch on the headlights.
The low beam's upper limit line must fall
1 cm for each metre distance to the wall,
measure from the centre of the headlight.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
When the plastic covers are removed, the
unit with warning lamps is released. Do not
damage it.
Adjust with the screws (36) if necessary.
These are accessible once the rear plastic
cover around the steering wheel console has
been removed.
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Starting with a weak battery
If the battery is not fully charged there is a risk
that the starter will not be activated automatically after glow plug heating. If this is the case,
try after a period of glow plug heating to switch
to start without glow plug heating by turning
the key to ON and then to START. The starter
motor will now be activated without glow plug
heating. When the battery voltage is too low,
the glow plug heating time cannot be fulfilled
and the starter will not be activated. It can still
be possible to start by switching to direct start
after a period of glow plug heating. Poor connector contact on the battery's poles can
cause the same phenomenon.

8009-911

Starter key position ON

.
WARNING!
Lead-acid batteries produce
explosive gases. Avoid sparks,
open flames and smoking close to
batteries. Always wear protective
glasses in the vicinity of batteries.
If the battery is too weak to start the engine, it
should be recharged.
When jump leads are used for emergency
starting, follow the procedure below:

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Your Rider is equipped with a 12-volt
system with negative earth. The other
vehicle must also have a 12-volt system
with negative earth. Do not use your lawn
mower battery to start other vehicles.
Connecting the jump leads:
•

Connect each end of the RED lead to the
POSITIVE terminal (+) on each battery,
and take care not to short-circuit an end
against the chassis.

•

Connect one end of the BLACK lead to
the NEGATIVE terminal (-) on the
battery that is fully charged.

•

Connect the other end of the BLACK
lead to a good CHASSIS EARTH, away
from the fuel tank and battery.

Remove the leads in reverse order:
•

The BLACK cable is removed from the
chassis and then the fully charged battery.

•

Finally the RED cable from both batteries.
8043-048

Jump starting
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Transient protection diode
There is a transient voltage suppression
diode on model year 2008. It protects the
electric system against induced line surges,
which may arise when the relay switches on
or off. The diode is connected between the
main power relay and chassis. It can be
mounted aftermarket on older machines,
see figure.

1. To relay
2. Placement
3. To chassis
8043-225

Transient voltage suppresion diode
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Hydraulic System
•

Hydraulic Hygiene
Keep the hydraulic system clean. Remember to:

Dirt particles that enter the system include:
- Contaminants entering when topping up
with oil.
- Dust particles from the workshop.

•

Thoroughly clean before the top-up cap is
opened or any connector loosened.

•

Use clean containers when topping up the oil.

- Dirt from storage and handling before
assembly.

•

Only use pure oil that has been stored in a
sealed container.

- Fibres from rags, filters, etc.

•

Do not reuse drained oil.

- Dirt from maintenance areas due to insufficient cleaning before disassembly.

•

Change the oil and filter according to the intervals specified in the Service Schedule.

- Dirt and dust entering the system via
unclean protective plugs.

In order for a hydraulic system to function without
problem, it must be free from foreign objects.
When used, the system produces particles, which
can cause both wear and abnormal function. In
order to remove these particles, the system contains filters. The filters are sized so as to capture
the produced particles, but if contaminants are
introduced from outside the system, the filters can
quickly become clogged and fail to function as
intended. If there are contaminants in the system,
further contamination will be produced in a selfpropagating cycle. The result will be operating disruptions and much work to clean the system.
The particles that do the most damage are of the
same size as the play between the moving parts in
the components. Normal play in pumps and valves
is from 3-5 µm and up (1 µm = a thousandth of a
mm). In this context, we can mention that a particle
measuring 40 µm can be seen with the naked eye.

The particles, which are generated during operation or enter the system during repairs and service,
are usually comprised of:

- Gasket and thread sealants from assembly.

Water, even in small amounts, can cause rust
build-up on sanded surfaces, especially if the system is not used, and contributes to the production
of sludge products. These clog the filters, leading
to circulation problems and the hydraulic pump
can begin to draw air (cavitation).
Small fibres and threads from drying cloths or
clothing can build up in jets and throttles. The
actual fibres do not cause much damage, but the
build-up can clog the system and cause wear on
system components.
Each dirt particle is an abrasive, which causes
more contamination, which in turn leads to
permanent damage. Each time the hydraulic
system is opened, the number of particles
increases. After a few hours operation, most of the
particles are captured by the filters. Avoid,
therefore, opening the hydraulic system unless
necessary, as every action entails a risk of more
contaminants entering the system, even if the work
is carried out professionally.

Hydraulic Oils
The oil is as important as every other part of the
hydraulic system. It has been noted that about
70% of all hydraulic problems are caused by the
use of unsuitable oil types, which contain dirt or
other contaminants, to fill the system.

•

Wear and tear products from components,
mainly those with moving parts, such as
pumps and motors.

•

Dust, which enters through the hydraulic
tank’s vent.

•

Water, which is formed through condensation.
(Steam enters with the ventilation air.)

•

Sludge etc. from the oil decomposing.

Fixing Oil Leaks

•

Corrosion products from the system, which
are due to the oil not being changed in time
and containing water and other aggressive
substances.

Cavitation due to penetrating air can cause internal damage to pumps and motors. Air can enter
the system when there is an oil leak. It is therefore
important to rectify oil leaks as soon as possible.

The greater part of the contaminants in the oil
comprise, in general, dirt that has entered the
system from the outside.
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Keep the hydraulic oil clean

Working Methods

Dirt and contaminants are the greatest enemies of
a hydraulic system. Moreover, long work sessions
at high power are very dependent on whether the
hydraulic oil has been able to retain its condition.
Only use the type of oil specified in the lubrication
schedule. Ensure that it is checked at regular intervals and kept at the right level.

Cleanliness also applies to components that have
been removed or are to be installed. Keep in mind
that a replaced component should probably be
inspected with the aid of test equipment at a workshop. It is important that the component is in the
same shape when it is inspected as it was when it
was removed from the machine. Otherwise, the
real reason for the malfunction cannot be established and the test equipment can be made dirty. It
can also be so that the submitted component is not
faulty and is therefore returned without action.

All good hydraulic oils are supplied in clean containers and are filtered so that they are as free
from contaminants as possible. It is when the container is opened or stored that problems occur.
When a container is opened, one must be sure
that the area around the cap is completely free
from dust, dirt, rag fibres, and water. If a special
container, funnel, or hose is required for filling the
system, ensure that it is clean.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The following points should be gone through routinely when working with the hydraulic system:
1.

Clean as necessary.

2.

Protect the area where the work is to be
done against dust and other impurities in
the air. Plastic sheets and the like may be
used.

3.

Clean thoroughly with white spirit or
equivalent. Remember that it is not
enough to clean only those parts that are
directly attacked. Even areas from where
dirt can fall onto the work area must be
cleaned, as must the tools used. Clean
with a suitable brush, dry with a cloth, and
clean again if needed. Finally, rinse the
dismantling area, tubing equipment, and
so on with pure white spirit.

4.

Apply appropriate protection immediately
after all pipes and hoses have been
removed. Components (even those
replaced) as well as pipes and tubing
must be protected.

5.

All components included in pipe fixtures
shall be replaced or cleaned in pure white
spirit and blown clean with compressed
air before being refitted.

6.

Maintain cleanliness when measuring
pressure. Rinse both parts of the quick
connectors with white spirit before each
connection. Ensure that any protective
components are clean before refitting.

Waste oil shall be treated as
environmentally hazardous and turned in
to the workshop or other designated area
for disposal.
Avoid skin contact; wash with soap and
water in case of spills.
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Hydraulic system PT26

2. Lift cylinder

9. Hydraulic pump drive system

3. Control cylinder

10. Flushing valve

4. Control unit

11. Inlet strainer

5. Valve block working hydraulics

12. Radiator

6. Valve block transmission

13. Hydraulic filter

7. Wheel motors

14. Hydraulic tank

8. Pump control- and lifting system
8043-108

Changing hydraulic oil
Viscosity and quality
Hydraulic oil ISO VG.
Viscosity 46 cSt.
Consult Husqvarna AB concerning local environmental provisions regarding types of oil,
before types of oil other than those stated by
Husqvarna are used.
Inspectionof the oil level
Open the right-hand engine cover and
remove the filler cap. The level must be
visible in the filler strainer.
8009-878

Oil level, hydraulic tank

English-109

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Filling up hydraulic oil
Filling hydraulic oil Fill to approx. 60 mm
(2,1/4”) below the strainer’s upper edge with
hydraulic oil.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Used hydraulic oil is a health hazard and
must not be disposed of in the ground or in
nature.
Avoid skin contact; wash with soap and
water in case of spills.
Emptying of the hydraulic tank
Drained oil must not be refilled, but should be
treated as waste oil.
1.

Place a container that holds a least
10 litres under the drain plug (43).

2.

Empty the hydraulic tank through the
drainage screw underneath the tank.

8043-117

Drain plug hydraulic tank

Replacing hydraulic filter and
screens

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Hydraulic filter and screens, replacement

Filler screen (45)
1.

Filling hydraulic oil

2.

Clean the top of the tank as set out in the
general instructions.

3.

Remove the nuts (48) and lift up the filler
strainer.

4.

Assemble in reverse order.

Strainer (39)
1.

Filling hydraulic oil

2.

Clean the top of the tank as set out in the
general instructions.

8043-122

Hydraulic tank

3.

Release the hydraulic line from the
suction line connection on (35)

4.

Remove the nuts (40) and lift up the
suction line complete (35).

5.

Remove the suction strainer (39) from the pipe. Wash with white spirit and blow clean with
compressed air inside and out.

6.

Assemble in reverse order. Tighten the nuts (40) moderately so the gaskets are not damage. Use a
new gasket (36).

English-110

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Hydraulic filter (106)
1.

Filling hydraulic oil

2.

Clean the top of the tank as set out in the
general instructions.

3.

Remove the cover on the filter
holder (46).

4.

Remove the old filter cartridge.

5.

Clean the inside of the filter holder.

6.

Assemble in reverse order. Use new
O-rings if necessary.

Hydraulic connections and hoses
The machine is equipped with several
hydraulic connections, see figures Hydraulic
system figure 1 and figure 2. They come in
various dimensions. See tables in chapter
Specifications \ Tightening torque \ Hydraulic
hoses coupling nuts on page 16 and Connections in goods.
The tables show wrench settings, thread systems, dimensions and tightening torques for
the couplings and nipples included in the
machine.
It is important to use two tools, an as counterhold, both when loosening and tightening
hoses, so that the hose is not subjected to
turning strains or rotates. Angled nipples may
rupture or cracks may appear if loosening or
tightening without counterhold.

Replacing hydraulic pump for
working hydraulics
On newer machines the pump can be
replaced without removing the engine, but the
time saved is negligible.
1.

Remove the engine, see “Removing and
refitting the engine” on page 61.

2.

Remove the left-hand engine mounting
bracket from the engine.

3.

Remove the for fastening bolts at the
pump on the rear of transmission cover,
under the speed regulator.

4.

Remove the pump.

5.

Assemble in the reverse order. Tightening torque for the screws on the motor
mounting bracket as set out in the table.

8043-118

Hydraulic pump working hydraulics
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REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
47
205
210
211
46
106

72
72

45
59
74

93

204

202

75
214

203
40

92

77

72

66

48

35
33
43

36
38

71

100

37
38
39
34

D

Q

43

41
42

88
61

7

68

1

61

208
88
68
207

208

6

68

7
5
86

68
5

X
209

Y

2
6

105

103

104

87

83 61

103

104

7
68

61
82
85

83
84

206
Z
W

47

68
6

82

3

7

5

68

4

68

5
6
8043-206

Hydraulic system figure 1

English-112

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

81
A

C

E

T

Q

B

E

C
A

T

D

B
Y
Z
W

X
8043-207

Hydraulic system figure 2

English-113

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Replacing the hydraulic pump for the drive system
1.

Drain the hydraulic tank. Treat the oil as
waste oil.

2.

Remove the driver’s seat, the fuel tank
and the plate over the hydraulic pump's
drive axle.

3.

Ensure that the engine cannot start.

4.

Remove the bolts to the front clutch for
the drive axle and spacer ring.

5.

Remove the bolts to the rear clutch for
the drive axle and remove the drive axle.

6.

Remove the sensor for the hydrostatic
control.

7.

Place a container under the hydraulic
pump to collect the waste oil.

8.

Clean according to the general instructions.

9.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

Made in USA
Serial-N0.

K-06-10-06573

DDDRAFFANNN ***

Model CodeMPVO25CBAYRACNNAAB
Model-No./Ident-No.

M25-2136

SAUER
DANFOSS

8043-168

Hydraulic pump drive system

10. Release the hydraulic lines from the
hydraulic pump. Fit protective plugs.
11. Release the hydrostatic control from the
operating lever on the hydraulic pump.

8043-113

Front clutch

12. Release the shock absorber from the
operating lever on the hydraulic pump.
13. Loosened the fastening bolts on the sensor holder a few turns so that the sensor
holder can be angled outwards and run
free of the hydraulic pump bracket when
the pump is lifted upwards.
14. Remove the upper fastening bolts on the
front pump bracket.
15. Remove the four fastening bolts holding
the rear pump bracket on the hydraulic
pump bracket and lift the pump upwards.
When replacing the pump, transfer over parts

8043-109

Hydrostatic control sensor

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
When transferring parts to the new pump,
the locking screws to the clutch flange
against the input shaft must not be
tightened before the pump is fitted and the
fastening bolts on the front clutch have
been tightened. Risk of axial strain on the
pump's input shaft.
not fitted on the new pump.
16. Assemble the hydraulic pump and tighten
the fastening bolts on the pump brackets.
17. Connect the hydraulic lines according to
the markings. Tightening torque according to the table.

English-114

8043-119

Locking screw

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
18. Tighten the fastening bolts on the sensor
holder.
19. Assemble the shock absorber on the
hydraulic pump's operating lever.
20. Assemble the hydrostatic control on the
hydraulic pump's operating lever.
21. Assemble the sensor for the hydrostatic control.
Default setting 2-3 mm gap to the target.
Check the function using the sensor’s LED.
Tightening torque according to the table.
22. Adjust the spring tension for the hydrostatic control. See “Chassis \ Adjusting
the hydrostatic control and the neutral
position”.

8043-120

Gap and LED

23. Fill with hydraulic oil, see “Changing
hydraulic oil”.
24. Assemble the fuel tank and bleed the
fuel system.
25. Start the engine and bleed the hydraulic
pump by loosening (not removing) the
large plug on top of the pump.
26. Ensure that the engine cannot start.
27. Assemble the drive axle for the hydraulic
pump using the screws on the rear clutch.
NOTE the screws are locked using dry
locking. May be assembled a maximum
of three times.

Made in USA
Serial-N0.

K-06-10-06573

DDDRAFFANNN ***

Model CodeMPVO25CBAYRACNNAAB
Model-No./Ident-No.

M25-2136

SAUER
DANFOSS

28. Assemble and tighten the screws on the
front clutch for the drive axle with the
spacer.

8043-121

Bleed plug hydraulic pump

29. Tightened the locking screws for the
clutch flange on the pump’s input shaft.
30. Jack up and block the machine so that all
the wheels can rotate and the rear axle
can swing.
31. Start the engine and bleed the hydraulic
pump by loosening (not removing) the
large plug on top of the pump. Tighten
the plug. Swing in both directions and
run the lift cylinder to its end positions.
32. Check there is no leakage.
33. Assemble the plate over the hydraulic
pump's drive axle and the driver’s seat.

Replacing the flushing valve
1.

Drain the hydraulic tank.

2.

Jack up and block the machine

3.

Place a container under the valve to
collect the waste oil.

4.

Clean according to the general
instructions.

8043-124

Flushing valve, assembly

English-115

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
5.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

6.

Release the hydraulic lines from the valve block.
Fit protective plugs.

7.

Remove the valve block’s mounting bolts.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. Tightening Torques
for hydraulic lines as set out in the table.

Dismantling and reassembly
The flushing valve must only be dismantled if
cleaning is necessary or there is external
leakage. In other cases, replace the entire
valve.
1.

Remove the plugs with a groove marked
key handle. Keep track of springs and
spring guides.

2.

Pull out the valve slider with a pair of
needle-nosed pliers.

3.

Loosen (do not remove) the locking nut
for the pressure limiting valve, key
handle 27 mm. Count the turns and
unthread the pressure limiting valve, key
handle 13 mm. Keep track of spring and
valve cone. When the valve has been
removed, the opening pressure must be
set again after assembly.

4.

Remove all other plugs and connections.

5.

Clean the block and removed parts
carefully. Blow all channels with dry
pressurised air.

6.

Dip the slider into clean hydraulic oil.
Insert it into place and check that it
moves easily.

7.

Fit springs with spring guides and plugs.

8.

Refit the pressure limiting switch valve’s
cone, spring and valve body with default
setting according to turns counted during
dismantling. Fit the lock nut without turning the valve body

9.

8043-188

Flushing valve

8043-189

Valve slider

Fit remaining plugs and connections.

10. Adjust the pressure limiting valve’s
opening pressure.

Replacing valve block transmission
1.

Drain the hydraulic tank.

2.

Jack up and block the machine

3.

Place a container under the valve block
to collect the waste oil.

4.

Clean according to the general
instructions.

English-116

8043-125

Valve block transmission, assembly

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
5.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

6.

Release the hydraulic lines from the
valve block. Fit protective plugs.

7.

Remove the valve block's mounting bolts.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. Tightening Torques
for hydraulic lines as set out in the table.

Dismantling and reassembly
1.

Remove the electric part from the solenoid valves by removing the plastic nut
and O-ring, after which the electric part
can be lifted off from the cartridge valve.

2.

Remove the cartridge valves from the
valve block. Do not take apart the cartridge valves, faulty valve is replaced
completely.

3.

Remove the two rear valves, key width
22 mm.

4.

Remove the valve unit, key width 32 mm.
Do not take apart the valve unit, faulty
valve is replaced completely.

5.

Remove connections A and B.

8043-190

Valve block transmission

Plugged drill conduits must not be opened
6.

Clean the block and blow all channels
with clean pressurised air. In particular,
blow clean the restrictor placed under
connection B.

7.

Check that the non-return valves’ cones
do not jam but spring back. If leaking or
jamming non-return valve is suspected,
replace the entire valve.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. Turn the
electric parts as in the figure.

Replacing valve block working hydraulics
1.

Drain the hydraulic tank.

2.

Remove the driver’s seat.

3.

Place a container under the valve block
to collect the waste oil.

4.

Clean according to the general instructions.

5.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

6.

Release the hydraulic lines from the
valve block. Fit protective plugs.

7.

Remove the valve block's mounting bolts.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. Tightening
torque for hydraulic lines as set out in the
table.

8043-129

Valve block working hydraulics, assembly

English-117

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Dismantling and reassembly
1.

Remove the double solenoid valve if it is
fitted. If not, remove its cover plate. Four
O-rings are released.

2.

Remove the electric part from the solenoid valves by removing the plastic nut,
after which the electric part can be lifted
off from the cartridge valve.

3.

Remove the cartridge valves from the
valve block. Do not take apart the cartridge valves, faulty valve is replaced
completely.

4.

Remove the restrictor from port C.

5.

Remove the plugs from ports A and B.
8043-191

Plugged drill conduits must not be opened
6.

Clean the block and blow all channels
with clean pressurised air. In particular,
blow clean the restrictor under
connection B.

7.

Blow clean the restrictor, to be fitted in
port C.

8.

Assemble in reverse order. The cartridge
valves are fitted in order.
long – medium – short, when the block is
turned with the restrictor facing you.
Secure the four O-rings with grease so
that they are nor squeezed.

Valve block working hydraulics

Replacing the hydraulic motor
Remark: The motors differ see the rating
plate; the right motor is marked CV and left
CCV.
1.

Remove the wheel.

2.

Clean according to the general
instructions.

3.

Drain the hydraulic tank if sealing plugs
for the hydraulic lines are not available.

4.

Release the parking brake cable from
the front hydraulic motor.

5.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

6.

Place a container under the hydraulic
motor.

7.

Release the hydraulic lines from the
motor. Fit the sealing plug to prevent
leakage.

8.

Remove the fastening bolts. 10 mm allen
key on the inside.

9.

Remove the hydraulic motor.

English-118

8043-115

Hydraulic motor

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
10. If necessary, move over parts to the new
hydraulic motor.
11. Assemble the hydraulic motor in the
reverse order. Tightening torque for the
fastening bolts and hydraulic connections as set out in the table.
12. Fill with hydraulic oil.
13. Run the hydraulic motor for bleeding and
leakage testing.
14. Top up the hydraulic oil if necessary.
8043-126

Replacing the control unit
1.

Remove the steering wheel hub by
prying it loose using a screwdriver.

2.

Remove the steering wheel, secured
using one screw under the steering
wheel hub. Save the key.

3.

Remove the rear plastic cover on the
steering wheel console.

4.

Place a container under the control unit
to collect the waste oil.

5.

Clean according to the general
instructions.

6.

Connections can be interchanged. Mark
the hydraulic hoses so that they are
reassembled on the correct connections.

7.

Release the hydraulic lines from the
control unit. Fit protective plugs.

8.

Remove control unit’s fastening bolts.

9.

Opened the clamp for the steering wheel
adjustment and remove the control unit.

Hydraulic motor, components.

8043-116

Control unit

10. Assemble the control unit. Turn it so that
a small connection points straight backwards.
11. Connect the hydraulic lines according to
the markings. Tightening torque
according to the table.

8043-127

Control unit, components.

12. Assemble the steering wheel.
NOTE: Key.
13. Starting the engine and turn the steering
to full lock to bleed the control system.
14. Check for leakage from the control unit.
15. Top up the hydraulic oil if necessary.
16. Assemble the rear plastic cover on the
steering wheel console.

English-119

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Replacing the lift cylinder
1.

Open the cover on the chequered floor
plate. Remove a circlip and knock out
the axle for the front mounting.

2.

Jack up and block the machine

3.

Place a container under the cylinder to
collect the waste oil.

4.

Clean according to the general
instructions.

5.

Release the hydraulic lines from the
cylinder. Fit protective plugs.

6.

Remove a circlip and knock out the axle
for the rear mounting. Remove the
cylinder.

7.

Assemble the cylinder in the reverse
order. Tightening torque for hydraulic
lines as set out in the table.

8.

Fill with hydraulic oil if necessary.

9.

Start the engine and run the cylinder to
its end positions to bleed.

8043-128

Lift cylinder

10. Check for leakage.
11. Top up the hydraulic oil if necessary.

Replacing the steering cylinder
1.

Jack up and block the machine so that
the rear axle can swing.

2.

Place a container under the cylinder to
collect the waste oil.

3.

Clean according to the general
instructions.

4.

Release the hydraulic lines from the
cylinder. Fit protective plugs.

5.

Remove the screws in the linkage
bearing the both mountings.

6.

Remove the upper part of the cylinder
mountings (model year 2006 - 2007) and
lift off the cylinder.

7.

Assemble the cylinder in the reverse
order. Tightening torque for screws and
hydraulic lines as set out in the table.

8.

Fill with hydraulic oil if necessary.

9.

Start the engine and run the cylinder to
its end positions to bleed.

10. Check for leakage.
11. Top up the hydraulic oil if necessary.

English-120

8043-123

Control cylinder

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Hydraulic pressure for weight
transfer
The hydraulic pressure is not adjustable, it is
controlled by the feed pressure from the drive
system’s hydraulic pump.

Hydraulic pump

If this is incorrect, clean or replace the
pressure limiting valve, which is located
underneath the hydraulic pump. See the
Sauer-Danfoss manual.
Pressure limiting
valve, parts

Replacing the solenoid valve
In the event of an electrical fault, the electrical
section of the solenoid valve can be replaced
without the hydraulic section being
dismantled. Make sure that the electrical
section is intended for 12 V.

8043-114

Pressure limiting valve hydraulic pump munderside

To trouble shoot solenoid valves, measure
the coil resistance using an ohmmeter to
establish whether the electrical section is
faulty.
Guideline value coil resistance:
•

30 W. coil 4.8 

•

26 W. coil 5.7 

•

20 W. coil 7.5 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The double solenoid valve for the accessory
hydraulic kit has four sealing rings. There is a
risk when assembling the valve that one of the
rings can become unseated and be damaged.
Exercise caution and secure the rings using
grease before assembly.

8043-174

Measuring coil resistance

English-121

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

English-122

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Trouble shooting
General
The main rule for all trouble shooting is to work methodically. Note what you do and any observations from
the beginning of the work.
This is something that is often neglected. The notes are valuable, partly if you want to check what you have
done – not done, partly when you need to motivate the working hours for trouble shooting.
Also note down how electrical wires are connected before you disconnect them. It can happen that someone has made an incorrect connection before and this can cause a malfunction.
Use the wiring diagram and hydraulic diagram to assist you in your work. Look to see whether there are
components in circuits, that do not withstand the load of a short circuit test, perhaps not even the load from
a common test lamp.
When you have found a fault, as a rule, you need to consider: Is this the original fault or has it been caused
by another fault?
Remember that virtually all trouble shooting is an investigation, so be careful not to destroy and “evidence”.

Engine with accessories
See Perkins Manual tab SOTA (System Operation Test and Adjust).
Compression test
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Air inlet and Exhaust System \ Compression – Test.
Cooling system
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Cooling System \ Check, Inspect and Test.
Coolant pump
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Cooling System \ Water Pump – Inspect.
Inspection of the fuel system
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Fuel system Inspect and Air in Fuel – Test.
Inspection of the injector
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Fuel system \ Fuel Injector – Test.
Inspection of the alternator with regulator
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Electrical System \ Alternator – Test and Charging System – Test.
Inspection of the starter motor
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Electrical System \ Electric Starting System – Test.
Inspection of the sensors and switches
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Electrical System \ Coolant Temperature Switch – Test and Oil Pressure
Switch – Test.
Inspection of the glow plug
See Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Electrical System \ Glow Plugs – Test and Glow Plug Circuit – Test.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
Electrical System
For your assistance, there is “Fuses” on page 39, “Connectors on the circuit card” on page 158 and its
placement on page 157 and circuit diagrams 1 to 11 in chapter appendixes.
BITE
The machine also has integrated test equipment with LEDs on the circuit board and in the sensors. The
test function of the LEDsTable on page 128, and their placement on the circuit board is shown on
page 157.
With the help of the LEDs you should be able
to determine which circuit is malfunctioning
and whether there is a short circuit or open
circuit. Using the circuit diagram in the
manual you can trouble shoot the part of the
circuit that is outside of the circuit board.
The LEDs on the circuit card for each circuit
comes on when a function is activated. The
circuit card diodes can give the following
signals:
•

Green, circuit OK (circuit board supplies
voltage)

•

Red, circuit short circuited

•

Red and green, open circuit.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
It is important to check the circuit outside
of the circuit board first, to ensure this is
correct, before replacing the circuit board.
Partly due to cost, but also so that no external fault can damage the new circuit board.

If the machine is equipped for a V blade, yet
the V blade is not mounted an open circuit
will be indicated as the solenoid valve is
mounted on the V blade.

The LED is located on the connection side of
the sensors. The LED lights when the sensor
is voltage fed and detects the target surface.

8043-171

LED in sensor

Solenoid valves
In many cases hydraulic functions are electrically controlled by solenoid valves. To
establish whether the solenoid valve's electrical section is malfunctioning, disconnect the
electrical connection from the solenoid valve
and measure the coil resistance using an
ohmmeter.
Guideline value coil resistance:
•

30 W. coil 4.8 

•

26 W. coil 5.7 

•

20 W. coil 7.5 

8043-174

Measuring coil resistance

If the coil resistance is correct, disconnect the solenoid valve's cable connector on the circuit board,
see“Connectors on the circuit card” on page 158. Measure the cables between the circuit board and the
solenoid valve's connector with an ohmmeter to check whether there is an open circuit or short circuit. If the
cabling is OK, disconnect the switch connector from the circuit board and check its function with an ohmmeter. Make a visual check to ensure that none of the disconnected connectors are damaged. If all these
checks are OK, replace the circuit board.

English-124

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Voltage measurement
If the engine does not run, there is only
voltage to the solenoid valves for
approximately 3 seconds after the ignition
has been switched to the ON position. This
limitation can be bypassed by disconnecting
the connector from the engine's oil pressure
switch. Do not forget to replace the connector
after measuring.

Lights

8043-176

Disconnecting oil pressure contact

The lighting circuits' weakest point is the bulbs
(consumable material). First action is always
to check whether the bulb has blown. If the
bulb is okay, continue trouble shooting in the
same way as for the solenoid valves above.

Glow plug heating and starter motor
Conditions for glow plug heating and starter
motor circuit:
•

The parking brake is on.

•

The hydraulic pump for the drive system
is in the 0-position.

Check this with the LEDs in the sensors.
The circuits for glow plug heating and the
starter motor as well as the cooling fan’s soft
start function do not have a red LED. Trouble
shooting these circuits can therefore be
slightly different. If, for example, there is a
short circuit in the circuit for glow plug heating,
the green LED will not come on. Disconnect
the cable from the front glow plug. Refit the nut
so that the rail makes good contact for future
measurements. If the green LED now comes
on when glow plug heating is activated this
indicates the glow plug is short circuited.
Check with an ohmmeter, the value between
the front glow plug with the rail connected (all
three glow plugs) and the engine block it
should be approximately 0.3-0.4If this
value is not correct, disconnect and measure
each glow plug individually, set value 1-1.3 .
Now disconnect the connector from the circuit
board and if the green LED comes on for glow
plug heating, the cable harnesses shortcircuited. Note that the cable harness has
three wires for the glow plug heating function
to manage the high current (40 A with a cold
plug) to the glow plug without losses.

8043-130

Headlight parts

8043-178

Resistance test all glow plugs

The open circuit is not indicated as the red LED is missing, but you can find the broken cable by measuring
with an ohmmeter between the pins. If the green LED does not come on, disconnect the connector to the
switch from the circuit board and measuring the resistance on the switch with cables before replacing the
circuit board.

English-125

TROUBLE SHOOTING
A breakage on the cable between J1 and the
analogue sensor on the thermostat housing
results in theemergency glow plug heating
function activating with a fixed heating time.
Caution: only with an open circuit, if there is
another fault on the sensor so that glow plug
heating does not work the connector can be
disconnected from the sensor and run with
this emergency glow plug heating time. The
time is temperature independent and about
half of the max. time. Check the sensor with
an ohmmeter 0.9 - 1 at room temperature.
With regard to the circuit that activates the
starter motor, proceed in the same way as for
the glow plug heating circuit. A fault in the
glow plug heating circuit can prevent the
starter motor from working. Turn the ignition
key back to glow plug heating and the start
position within 3 seconds. If the starter motor
works, look for the fault in the glow plug heating circuit.

8043-177

Resistance test analogue sensor

Cooling fan
A fault in the circuit to the cooling fan's soft
start function can mean that the fan does not
start. Check the cables between the circuit
board and connector on the fan for a short
circuit or open circuit. Now connect an external battery to the connector and test run the
fan. Measure the current with an ammeter. If
the fan works normally and the current after
start does not exceed 12 A, replace the circuit board.

A
8043-183

Measuring current to cooling fan

Oil pressure
A short circuited oil pressure sensor means
the engine will stop directly after starting. Disconnect the cable from the sensor and test
start. If the engine now starts it is either the
sensor that is malfunctioning or the oil pressure is too low. A sensor with an internal
mechanical fault can cause engine problems,
the engine can stop or run unevenly.
8043-176

Disconnecting oil pressure contact

English-126

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Main power relay
The battery disconnector (Main power relay)
receives its voltage via an miniature circuitbreaker of 1 A on the circuit board. If the current out to the relay exceeds this current, the
voltage is automatically disconnected. Disconnect J35 (and the oil pressure switch) and
turn the ignition key to the ON position.
Measure that there is outgoing voltage 12 V
from the card between the pins on J35. If
there is voltage on J35, the cable out to the
relay is faulty or on the relay or that someone
has connected an extra load on this circuit.
Measure the coil resistance on the main
power relay between J35:1 and J35:2, guideline value 19.5 - 20 

8043-182

Measuring coil resistance in J35

Placement of J35, see “Circuit board” on
page 157.

Solenoid clutch
LEDs LD8 green and LD19 red. Fuse FU1.
Interlocking, see “Safety System” on page 40
and “Circuits” on page 37.
Split the connector to the solenoid clutch
behind the lower part of the radiator. Check
that no damage has been caused to the
cables by the moving parts. Measure with an
ohmmeter between the cables. Coil resistance approx. 2 Ohm. Secure the cable with
plastic tie after measuring, so that it is not
subjected to abrasion.

8043-195

Measuring coil resistance in solenoid clutch

If coil resistance is correct, but the LEDs indicate a fault, check the cabling between the
connector and the circuit board with an ohmmeter.

Lift function
When lifting, the two left-hand solenoid
valves in valve block 5 in hydraulic diagram,
see page 43, are actuated. LEDs LD5/LD16
will then indicate one of the solenoid valves.
To get the other valve to indicate, run to the
weight transfer position and check with LEDs
LD4/LD15.
Placement of LEDs, see Appendixes “Circuit
board” on page 157.
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Trouble shooting table LEDs

LEDs

When the LED
is on

LD1
LD14
LD1 and LD14

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD2
LD13
LD2 and LD13

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD3
LD12
LD3 and LD12

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD4
LD15

Green
Red

LD4 and LD15

Green and Red

LD5
LD16

Green
Red

LD5 and LD16

Green and Red

LD6
LD17
LD6 and LD17

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD7
LD18
LD7 and LD18

Green
Red
Green and Red
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Function
Valve 1 = accessory.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in valve 1.
Open circuit, probably the conductor to the valve 1 or the negative conductor to the valve 1 or in the valve coil.
Valve 6 = accessory.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in valve 6.
Open circuit, probably the conductor to the valve 6 or the negative conductor to the valve 6 or in the valve coil.
Valve 5 = accessory.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in valve 5.
Open circuit, probably the conductor to the valve 5 or the negative conductor to the valve 5 or in the valve coil.
Valve 3 or 4 depending on the position of the weight
transfer switch
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in valve 3 or 4 depending on
the position of the weight transfer switch when the fault occurs is.
Breakage, probably the conductor to valve 3 or 4 or the negative conductor to valve 3 or 4 or in or in a valve coil.
Find the fault by first seeing in which position on the weight
transfer switch the fault occurs.
Valve 2 and 4, when lifting both are activated simultaneously.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the conductor to the valve 2 or to
valve 4. If LD4/LD15 as in the text above is OK find the fault on
valve 2. Open circuit, probably the conductor to valve 2 and 4 or
the negative conductor to the valve 2 and 4. These two valves
are connected in parallel and if there is only a fault on one valve
no fault indication is given by the LED.
Valve high speed.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling to the valve for high
speed.
Open circuit, probably the conductor to the valve for high speed
or the negative conductor to the valve for high speed or in the
valve coil.
Valve differential lock.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling to the valve for the diff
lock.
Open circuit, probably the conductor to the diff. valve or the
negative conductor to the diff. valve or in the valve coil.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Fault LD8
LD19
LD8 and LD19

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD9
LD21
LD9 and LD21

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD10
LD22
LD10 and LD22

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD11
LD20
LD11 and LD20

Green
Red
Green and Red

LD23

Green

LD24

Green

LD25

Green

LD26

Green

Electrical connection, start of cutting unit (P.T.O).
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in the electrical connection.
Open circuit, it electrical connection or on the negative conductor out to the electrical connection.
Blinkers right.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in the bulbs.
Open circuit, probably the conductor out to the bulbs or in the
negative conductor to the bulbs.
Blinkers left.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling or in the bulbs.
Open circuit, probably the conductor out to the bulbs or in the
negative conductor to the bulbs.
Injection pump, voltage = start and operation.
Voltage out.
Short circuit, probably on the cabling out to injection pump.
Open circuit, probably on the cabling out to the injection pump
or on its conductor or on the injection pump.
Starter motor, voltage = starter motor activated.
Voltage out, if the LED does not light on activation of the starter
motor there may be a short-circuit as this circuit has no red LED
to indicate a short circuit. The circuit is short-circuit protected, in
the event of a short-circuit the green LED does not comes on.
Loosen the connection on the starter motor's magnetic coupler
and activate the starter motor, if the LED now lights the magnetic coupler is short circuited. coupler
Glow plug heating, voltage = glow plug heating in
progress.
Voltage out, if the LED does not light on activation of the glow
plug heating there may be a short-circuit as this circuit has no
red LED to indicate a short circuit. The circuit is short-circuit protected, in the event of a short-circuit the green LED does not
comes on. Loosen the connection to glow plug heating and activate glow plug heating, if the LED comes on it is short circuited.
Check the glow plug, etc.
High beam, voltage = high beam activated.
Voltage out, if the LED does not light on activation of the high
beam there may be a short-circuit as this circuit has no red LED
to indicate a short circuit. The circuit is short-circuit protected, in
the event of a short-circuit the green LED does not comes on.
Check the bulb and cable harness.
Low beam, voltage = low beam activated.
Voltage out, if the LED does not light on activation of the low
beam there may be a short-circuit as this circuit has no red LED
to indicate a short circuit. The circuit is short-circuit protected, in
the event of a short-circuit the green LED does not comes on.
Check the bulb and cable harness
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LD27

LD28

English-130

Green

Green

Fan, voltage = fan activated.
Voltage out, if the LED does not light on activation of the fan
there may be a short-circuit as this circuit has no red LED to
indicate a short circuit. The circuit is short-circuit protected, in
the event of a short-circuit the green LED does not comes on.
Check the fan and cable harness, bear in mind that the fan does
not start until the engine has reached approximately 60° C.
Voltage out, when there is oil pressure.
Voltage out, this circuits has no red LED to indicate a short circuit. The circuit is short-circuit protected to 165 A, in the event
of a short-circuit the green LED does not comes on. This circuit
feeds many other circuits, so a fault here is difficult to find. The
functions connected here also have their own fuses which
should trip earlier than activation of the short circuit protection
for this circuit. The circuit feeds a number of internal circuits on
the circuit board and also feeds the following. These functions
have their own fuses which should trip before this circuit. The
circuit feeds.
Extra voltage outlets 1 and 2 = J38 and J49.
Traffic kit, outlets J18 and J27.
12V outlet sockets.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Hydraulic System
Hydraulic diagram is available as Appendix “Hydraulic diagram” on page 161.
In many cases the hydraulic system is controlled by the electrical system. In other cases the system is controlled mechanically. First make sure that the components in the system receive the correct and control
commands. See “Function table solenoid valve” on page 135.
•

Does the electrical system work correctly?

•

Is the linkage or control undamaged and set correctly?

For trouble shooting components refer to the Sauer-Danfoss test and service instructions.
See “System components Manuals” on page 48. Most connections on the machine permit you to connect
test nipples to take pressure measurements.
Trouble shooting without pressure
measurement

Weight transfer
Start the machine and move the joystick forwards. The cutting unit is lowered towards the surface and rests
on the swivel castors. A small motion is shown at the cutting unit attachment when the switch is flicked.

Feed pressure
The drive system's hydraulic pump is equipped with a test socket for the feed pressure on the right-hand
side of the pump. The feed pressure should be 1.8 MPa (18 bar).
If you do not have access to a pressure
gauge you can still get an indication of the
feed pressure:
1.

Remove the cutting unit.

2.

Set weight transfer in position 0.

3.

Lower the lifting arms.

4.

Set weight transfer in position 1.

5.

With the lift lever in the floating position the lifting arms should go up.

A low feed pressure can also be due to internal leakage in the control unit or lift cylinder.

Wheel motors
WARNING!
Do not block the wheels with your
hands or feet. Use tools, e.g. small
bars.
Lift up both axles. Hold one axle at a time. Drive at a low speed and with the differential lock activated.
Block both wheels with a suitable tool. Ifthis is possible the fault lies in the lifted axle or flow distributor. See
Danfoss manual to rectify.

Control unit
Check if there is “springing” in the steering wheel when the engine is off. If there is no springing the steering unit is defective.
Jerky steering indicates defective steering unit.
Check that the steering wheel moves equally easily in both directions and that it does not steer in one
direction by itself.
In case of defective steering unit: Replace steering unit, contact Sauer Danfoss service organisation or
take action as set out in Sauer Danfoss manual, see page 48.
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Trouble shooting with pressure and flow
measurement
Stated pressures are nominal values. Certain
deviations as a result of temperature, viscosity and friction are normal. The guideline values stated are meant to give an idea of
whether you're in the appropriate range

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARD! Avoid spillage during hydraulic measurements.
Waste oil shall be treated as environmentally hazardous and turned in to the workshop or other designated area for disposal.
Avoid skin contact; wash with soap and
water in case of spills.

Feed pressure 1.8 MPa (18 bar)
Connect manometer 0-2.5 MPa (0-25 bar) to
the axial piston pump’s test socket P1. P1 is
the socket with a pre-mounted angled nipple.
Nipple type, see “Measuring nipple kit” on
page 10. Star the engine, pressure guideline
value 1.7-1.8 MPa (17-18 bar) at full speed
and in neutral.
8043-244

The pressure limiting valve is located at the
base of the axial piston pump and is not
adjustable. Too low feed pressure can be due
to contaminations between cone and seat.

Test socket P1. The socket is located on the right side of
the axial piston pump.

Axial piston pump

Steering unit and steering cylinder
Connect manometer 0-15 MPa (0-150 bar)
to test socket P2 on the conductor at the outlet of the bearing pump.
Pressure limiting
valve, parts

Start the engine, pressure guideline value
2.4 MPa (24 bar). Turn the steering wheel to
its end position in both directions. Pressure
guideline value 12.8-13 MPa (128 -130 bar)
and equal in both cases.

8043-114

Piston gasket in the lift cylinder

The pressure limiting valve is located at the base of the
axial piston pump.

Connect manometer 0-15 MPa (0-150 bar) to
test socket P2 on the conductor at the outlet
of the bearing pump.
If pressure during max speed operation of the
cutting unit does not reach approx. 12-13 MPa
(120-130 bar), there may be a leak in the
piston gasket.
Close the centre solenoid valve on the valve
block working hydraulic by disconnecting the
electric cable from the solenoid valve. Start
the engine and lift. If the pressure now rises
to 12 MPa (120 bar), the cylinder gasket is
defective.
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8043-245

Test socket P2

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Excess flow valve in steering unit
Connect manometer 0-15 MPa (0-150 bar) to
test socket P2 on the conductor at the outlet
of the bearing pump.
Disconnect the hose (T) from the T-coupling
nearest to the vehicle centre behind the parking brake lock. Plug the cable to the pump
and the drive system's valve block with a
steel plug. Lead the disconnected cable Q1
to a vessel to check for any flow.
To reach 12 MPa (120 bar) the cutting unit
must be run at top speed or the steering
turned to its end position.
If there is flow in the hose when the engine is
running and pressure is below 12 MPa
(120 bar), the excess flow valve in the
steering unit is leaky.

8043-246

T-coupling for Q1 behind parking brake lock

Gear pumpsuction filter
Same prerequisite as above.
If the pressure does not reach 12 MPa (120 bar)
and there is no flow in the hose, the gear pump
is defective or the suction filter clogged.

Axial piston pump A and B side
Normally, only one side (P3) needs to be
checked. Connect manometer 0-15 MPa
(0-150 bar) to test socket P3 on the frontside
or P4 for the backside.
Driving with all wheels jacked up:
Full speed without load P3 guideline value
1.65 MPa (16.5 bar).
Full speed ahead 2WD guideline value
4.5 MPa (45 bar).
Full speed ahead 4WD guideline value
3.1 MPa (31 bar).
Full speed ahead 4WD+diff lock guideline
value 5 MPa (50 bar).

P4

P3

8043-188

Test socket P3 forward drive and PV reversing. The
flushing valve is located on the base of the axial piston
pump.

Connect manometer 0-15 MPa (0-150 bar) to test socket P3 for the frontside.
Drive on even ground two-wheel drive with the forward pedal fully pressed The manometer should read
approx. 7-8 MPa (70-80 bar).
Drive on even ground four-wheel drive without diff lock with the forward pedal fully pressed. The manometer should read approx. 3-4 MPa (30-40 bar).

Diff lock
Same prerequisite as above.
Drive forwards on four-wheel drive. Operation of diff lock should result in change of pressure to the guideline value on the manometer 6-7 MPa (60-70 bar).
When driving in high gear, the diff lock does not work.
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Flow test flushing valve
The flow Q2 is dependent on the opening
pressure for the flushing valve’s pressure limiting valve. Measuring Q2 provides the flow
for the transmission oil in the drive wheel circuit from the flushing valve. This is an important test when suspecting that the hydraulic
system is running too hot. When the flow test
is OK, the flushing valve’s pressure limiting
switch below does not need to be checked. If,
however, Q2 is defective, first check the
flushing valve’s pressure limiting switch as
described below. Incorrectly connected
cables to the drive system’s valve block also
lead to overheating of the system.
Jack up and block the machine
Disconnect and plug the fuel hose from the
flushing valve. Connect a nipple, thread 9/16"
UNF-18 with a hose, to the fuel hose’s port
on the flushing valve and lead the hose to a
suitable measuring vessel.

Q2

Plug the disconnected hose with a steel plug.

Drive full speed ahead with the machine
jacked up. The flow should be 7.5 l/min. Thus
drive 20 s and multiply by 3 = 2.5 litres oil.
Drained oil must not be refilled, but should be
treated as waste oil.

8043-188

Test socket for flow measurement Q2.

Flushing valve pressure limiting
switch
This test is not necessary when the flow test
Q2 is OK.
Connect manometer 0-2.5 MPa (0-25 bar) to
measuring point P5 on the flushing valve,
thread 9/16" UNF-18. The plug is hard to
reach unless you temporarily disconnect one
of the hoses connected to both sides of the
plug.
Pressure 1.4-1.5 MPa (14-15 bar) should
show when the axial piston pump is set to full
capacity and the engine is running at high
speed.
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P5

Pressure limiting
valve

8043-188

Test socket P5 and pressure limiting switch

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Function table solenoid valve
Valve block transmission

Valve block working hydraulics

Model

Valve

Function

Voltage

High speed 2WD

Right (2)

Circulation
rear axle

12 V

High speed 2 WD

Left (3)

None

0V

Low speed 4WD

Right (2)

Open to rear
axle

0V

Low speed 4WD

Left (3)

Flow to
wheel
motors

0V

Low speed 4WD Diff
lock

Right (2)

Open to rear
axle

0V

Low speed 4WD Diff
lock

Left (3)

Closed

12 V

Model

Valve

Function

Voltage

Lift (lever back)

Front (3)

Closed

0V

Lift (lever back)

Centre (4)

Open

12 V

Lift (lever back)

Rear (2)

Parallel

12 V

Transport
(lever in zero position)

Front (3)

Closed

0V

Transport
(lever in zero position)

Centre (4)

Closed

0V

Transport
(lever in zero position)

Rear (2)

Y

0V

Weight transfer (lever
return from lower)

Front (3)

Closed

0V

Weight transfer (lever
return from lower)

Centre (4)

Open

12 V

Weight transfer (lever
return from lower)

Rear (2)

Y

0V

No weight transfer
(lever return from lower)

Front (3)

Open

12 V

No weight transfer
(lever return from lower)

Centre (4)

Closed

0V

No weight transfer
(lever return from lower)

Rear (2)

Y

0V

Lever neutral

Double valve

Closed

0 V A +B

Lever (left-hand side)

Double valve

Parallel

12 V A

Lever (right-hand side)

Double valve

X

12 V B

If the engine does not run, there is only voltage to the solenoid valves for approximately 3 seconds after the
ignition has been switched to the ON position. This limitation can be bypassed by temporarily disconnecting the cable connector from the engine's oil pressure sensor.
X = The valve in shift function. Y= 1 inlet and 2 outlet.
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Fuel system
Trouble shooting of the fuel system is described in the Perkins Manual \ SOTA \ Fuel System Inspect and
Air in Fuel – Test.
The suction line between the tank and the feed pump is the only fault source on the Husqvarna side of the
interface, that can be the subject of trouble shooting actions. Check especially that partial air cannot leak in.
•

Check that the connections are tightened.

•

Check that the hose does not have wear or crush damage.

•

Check that the connection in the fuel tank is undamaged (even on the inside).

Trouble Shooting Guide
We hope the following trouble shooting chart can help you during trouble shooting. It is not fully comprehensive, but deals with most theoretical fault causes. As space in the chart is limited, there are supplementary trouble shooting instructions in this chapter.
The trouble shooting chart starts from fault functions without mutual order, you can therefore start trouble
shooting in any fault function.
By following the lines from the fault function you are led to a number of possible fault causes and proposals
for corrective actions.
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The engine will not start.

Faulty fuel supply

Starter does not turn the
engine.
If the starter motor works
with double turning, trouble
shoot the glow plug heating.

Oil pressure sensor or its
cable defective

Glow plug heating
malfunction

The machine is dead

Theft protection activated

Injection pump defective

Repair cable or replace the
circuit board

Zero feed arm
actuated (sabotage)

Fuel hoses blocked or
constricted

Check the timing. Repair
the mechanical fault

Clean or replace the pipes

Seal or replace cable

Replace the feed pump
Feed pump does not work

Check with LED
Measure the coil resistance
Set point 0.3 

Partial air in the suction line
tank - feed pump

Clean or replace the fuel cap

Change filter, page 71.

Injection pump internal fault.
Contact the diesel workshop.

Adjust the setting or replace
the cable harness with sensor

Sensor hydrostatic pedals
defective. LED in sensor.

Tank ventilator blocked

Fuel filter clogged

No fuel to
the injection pump

Adjust the setting or replace
the cable harness with sensor

Check the cable connections
or replace the switch

Clean and lubricate with
copper paste

Change the fuse.
Localise the fault

Clean and lubricate with
copper paste

Trouble shoot according to
page 127

Parking brake sensor
defective. LED in sensor.

Defective ignition lock

Poor/no earth contact

Blown fuse FU8

Bad contact on battery poles
or starter motor

Check / repair actuating pipe

Change the fuse.
Localise the fault

Main power relay clock
function

Localise the fault

No voltage to
the injection pump

Fill with fuel.

Check the connections.
Change the starter motor

Fuel tank empty.

Starter motor and/or cable
connection defective

Change the battery

Charge the battery

Discharged battery,
See inspection hole
page 37
Serious engine damage
Repair / Replace the engine

Control current starter motor open
circuit / short circuit
Replace the circuit board page 99

Operating current start motor
disruption / short-circuit

Check with LED
Trouble shoot according to page 125

Fuse FU12 tripped

Indication panel
srtill working
Trouble shoot according to
page 125

Change the fuse.
Localise the fault

Change the fuse.
Localise the fault

Charge / replace the battery

Fuse FU3 tripped

Main fuse FU13 tripped

Discharged battery
see inspection hole

Engine starts but does not run satisfactorily

White Blue Black

Engine overheating

Engine damage
Perform compression test

Exhaust
fumes

Engine runs unevenly or
feels weak

Max speed fault

Idle speed fault

Insufficient cooling

Faulty temperature sensor
Replace the sensor

Overloading
Change driving style

Radiator cap valve defective,
Replace the radiator cap

Coolant level too low

Cooling fan damaged or not
working

Incorrect injection quantity
Nozzle defective
Contact the diesel workshop

Check the timing

Blocked air filter, Replace

Fuel surplus

Serious engine damage
White = coolant is burnt
Blue = Engine oil is burnt

Fuel fault

Exhaust system fault
Abnormal exhaust noise?
Replace the muffler

Speed control

Check the feed pressure

Clean or replace the fuel
hose

Soiled fuel filter

Dirt in the fuel hose.
Jammed or clogged hose

Replace or adjust the belt

Fill with right quantity and
quality of oil
Blocked radiator or air
intake

Too little or no oil in the
engine
Clean off dirt and leaves

Flush the system

Replace the thermostat

Coolant pump belt broken or
slips

Cloudy/dirty coolant

Thermostat defective

Fill with coolant

Fan fault, cable fault,
Circuit board fault

Trouble shoot according to
page 124

Replace the pressure pipe

Ruptured pressure pipe
Fuse FU6 tripped
Fuse FU 6 trips

Check the nozzle

Check the timing

Injection pump defective
Injector defective

Clean or replace the fuel cap

Tank ventilator blocked

Partial air in suction line

Not enough fuel in the tank

Check the feed pump
pressure

Feed pump defective

Air in the fuel

Regulator error

Regulator error

Control incorrectly adjusted

Pendling speed

Fault max speed or idling

Adjuster screws changed

Internal fault, contact the
diesel workshop

Repair the pipe, bleed the
system

Fill with fuel,
vent the system

Change filter, page 71.

Replace the feed pump

Contact the diesel workshop

Adjust the wire page 73

Adjust with a tachometer

The motor runs normally, low /no power
The parking brake is applied

Hydraulic transmission

Hydraulic transmission

The parking brake must be on
Check the lock

Partial braking, see
P-brake still applied

Check the
hose installation
Control wrongly adjusted or
damaged. Replace / adjust
Repair or replace the
hydraulic pump
Lubricate the brake links and
cables. Adjust

Defective accelerator

Internal damage hydraulic
pump
Brake wrongly adjusted or
jamming

Trouble shoot according to
page 131

Hose crushed or connected
incorrectly.

Too low feed pressure
(18 bar)

Fill the oil to the right level.
Vent the system

Change the filter and oil

Filter clogged
Low oil level in the tank.
Air in the hydraulic system

See Danfoss manual

Fault on hydraulic motor

See Danfoss manual

Replace the solenoid valve

Solenoid valve defective

Inner leakage hydraulic pump

See Danfos manual

Trouble shoot according to
page 131

Trouble shoot according to

Internal leakage in control

Pump working hydraulic
defective

Hydraulic fault

Troubleshoot as set out on

Hydraulic pump or motors must not be opened during the warranty period

No drive to machine in either
direction

The machine is running
slowly, feels weak or has no
drive at all.

Auxiliary system

No gear shift high speed / low

Electrical fault

Low power, abnormal noise

Differential Lock

Abnormal noise from the
transmission

Abnormal noise from the
cutting deck

The machine slows down
under heavy loads

Replace the damaged unit.

Internal damage to the pump
or hydraulic motor

Parking brake engaged

Tighten

Low speed mode?
(User error)

Squeaking

Hydraulic fault see page

Differential lock cannot be
engaged

Electrical fault, see page 124

Hydraulic fault see page 135

Repair / Adjust
Jammed wire?
Return spring in drum?

Repair or replace the motor
See page 131

Faulty front or rear axles'
hydraulic motor
Clean

Solenoid valve 2 defective or
electrical fault to the valve

Change the filter and oil

Fill the oil to the right level

Abnormal noise when
standing still
Probable fault on the pump or
its drive axle.

Replace the belt page 84, 95

In high speed mode

Filter clogged

Foreign objects in contact
with moving parts

Front and rear axle not
synchronised

Air in the hydraulic system

Oil level too low

Tighten. Caution: Dry locking
on rear screws

Pump's drive axle or flange
loss

Hydraulic tank

Belt worn

Drive belts power take-off
(PTO) or cutting unit

Lubricate the bearing or
replace the belt adjuster

Check the belt tensioning
mechanism

Stop Let the machine cool.
See relevant schedule
Fill the oil to the right level

Transmission
overheated

Transmission fault

See Danfoss manual
Replace the component

Check the feed pressure see
page 131

Repair the engine

Oil level too low

Wear, inner leakage from
components

Overloading
Change driving style

Check axles, runner and
guide pulleys, belt, belt guide,
blades, blade bearings,
angle gear.

Engine speed falling

Engine fault

Transmission: Overheating, other indications

The machine drives even in
neutral free position

Weak parking brake

Jerky start

Overheated transmission

See Danfoss manual

Replace the damaged unit.

Coil valve defective

Internal damage to the pump
or hydraulic motor

Accelerator

Hydrostatic transmission

Brake pad

Brake linkage

Low feed pressure
(hydraulic oil

Oil level too low / air

Lubricate and adjust page 73

Replace the spring

Spring broken / missing

Repair or replace the
hydraulic pump

Replace the brake lining 80

Wrongly adjusted or jamming

Internal fault hydraulic pump

Worn out or soaked in oil

Change linkage/adjust to right
setting

Lubricate / replace

Jammed wire
Damaged or wrongly adjusted

Check / clean
pressure limiting valve

Check, Repair, Lubricate

Wrongly connected hoses to
the rear wheel circuit

Trouble shoot according to
page 126

Check (18 bar)

Fill the oil to the right level
Bleed the pump

Jamming, Damage, Spring
failure

Check and adjust the parking
brake

Partial braking

Defective accelerator

Clean off contamination

Fill the oil to the right level

Oil level too low
Dirt, grass or leaves on the
radiator

Cooling fan malfunction

Poor air circulation

See Danfoss manual

See hydraulic diagram
page 161

Cutting unit does not work

High gear mode

The cutting unit's drive belt
broken or slips

Angle gear mechanical faults

Propeller shaft missing
Assembling

Pulley slips on axle

Rear drive belts broken or
slips

Solenoid clutch
clock function

Safety circuit
activated

Check that the rear wheels do
not drive.

Belt tensioner defective

The belt broken / worn / oily

Replace / repair

Key missing

Belt tensioner defective

The belts broken / worn / oily

Solenoid clutch defective

Fuse FU 1 tripped

Sensor hydrostatic pedals

Parking brake sensor

Driver’s seat switch

Switch power take-off
(Press in - Pull out)

Hydraulic fault?

Electrical fault?

Check spring, roller.
and bearing

Replace / clean the belt

Replace damaged parts

Check springs, roller.
and bearing

Replace / clean the belts

Measure coil resistance
page 127

Change the fuse.
Localise the fault

Check the LED in the sensor

Check the LED on the circuit
board

Trouble shoot according to
page 131

Trouble shoot according to
page 124

Repair / lubricate

Repair / lubricate

Replace the solenoid clutch

Uneven mowing result, vibrations

Vibrations

Uneven mowing results

Engine

Power Take-off

Cutting unit

Machine fault

User error

Pump drive or power take-off
(PTO) damaged

Engine does not run on one
cylinder

Engine not secured

Inspect the axles and
solenoid clutch for damage

Engine damage
Perform compression test

Faulty injection pump
pressure pipe or injector

Check the engine mounting

Repair worn bearings, check
the others.

Check hub and axle. Tighten
belt pulley

Belt pulley loose

Worn blade bearing

Balance or replace blades

Clean blades and underside
of cover

Coating on blades

Imbalanced blades

Check friction washers
Tighten blades.

Check the belt tensioning
mechanism

Belt oily or worn

Inflate to correct pressure

Clean

Adjust the cutting unit

Replace / Sharpen the blades

See the “Mowing tips” section
in the Operator's manual

Loose blade

Drive belt slips NOTE: 3 belts
engine – blade axles

Different tyre pressure front
wheels or swivel castors

Grass build up under cover

Cutting unit set incorrectly

Damaged / dull blades

Too long grass
Wet lawn

Driving speed too high

Too low blade speed
Low engine revs

Angle gear loose or defective
/ Repair

Universal joint defective
Replace the propeller shaft

Play support bearing for axle
Replace the support bearing

Belt pulley loose on axle
Replace damaged parts

Power take-off belts worn
Replace belts

Lubricate the bearing or
replace the belt adjuster

Clean or replace the belt
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Circuit board

Green LED indicates voltage out.
Red LED indicates a short circuit
Red+green LEDs indicate
a power failure on the function.

8043-162

Placement of circuit card connections, melt fuses and LEDs
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Connectors on the circuit card
J1: Connection for the analogue engine temperature sensor. (ANALOGUE TEMP SENSOR) / Cable harness
544 32 22-01 Black wires.
J2: Connection for the temperature switch, max. temp. (MAX TEMP SWITCH) / Cable harness 544 32 22-01
Yellow wires.
J3: Connection for the oil pressure switch. (OIL PRESSURE SWITCH) / Cable harness 544 32 22-01
Green wires.
J4: Connections for inductive sensors, differential lock pedal and lift stop for the cutting unit.
(DIFF PEDAL & LIFT STOP) / Cable harness 544 32 30-01 6-way connector.
J5: Connection for the solenoid clutch to the power take-off (P.T.O CLUTCH) / Cable harness 544 32 22-01
White and blue wire. Requires the right polarity White + and blue J6: Connection for the starter key. (KEY SWITCH) / 544 31 52
J7: Solenoid valve connection to the differential lock. (DIFFERENTIAL) / Cable harness 544 32 31-01
Green wires.
J8: Joystick connection (JOYSTICK) 544 31 55-01.
J9: Connection for solenoid valves 2, 3 and 4, hydraulic extra functions to the machine (hydraulic kit).
(LIFT/SINK/FLOAT) / Cable harness 544 32 31-01 6-way connector.
J10: Connection to the power switch weight transfer for the cutting unit (FLOATING SWITCH) 544 31 25-01.
J11: Connection for the solenoid valve to high speed (HIGH SPEED) / Cable harness 544 32 31-01
Brown wires.
J12: Connection for the switch for the cutting unit (P.T.O. SWITCH) 544 31 37-01.
J13: Connection for the solenoid valves 1, 5 and 6. It is the basic hydraulic functions on the machine
(EXTRA HYDRAULICS) / Cable harness 544 45 32 -01.
J14: Connection for the switch, which controls the valve for the selection of the hydraulic function
(hydraulic kit) (EXTRA VALVE SWITCH) 544 31 28-01.
J15: Connection for the indicator panel (INDICATION PANEL) / Cable harness 544 32 24-01 6-way
connector.
J16: Connection for the flasher switch (Traffic kit). (FLASHER SWITCH) / 544 31 27-01
J17: Connection to H-4 lamp for high and low beam (HIGH/LOW BEAM) / Cable harness 544 32 24-01.
3-way connector
J18: Connection for the rear lights and flashers (Traffic kit)(TAILLIGHT) / Cable harness 544 88 76-01.
6-way connector
J19: Connection for the overheating sensor which detects the temperature of the oil in the hydraulic
system. (OIL TEMP SWITCH)
J21: Connection for the chronometer (OPERATION TIME) 544 31 51-01.
J22: Connection to the sensor to detect that the hydraulic pump is in the zero position (unactuated drive
pedals) (SENSOR PUMP) / Cable harness 501 00 90-01. 3 way connector wires marked with number 1.
J23: Connection for the manual activation switch for the position light (Traffic kit)
(POSITION LIGHT SWITCH). 544 31 23-01
J25: Connection for the 12V outlet. (+12V POWER SOCKET) 544 31 50-01
J26: Connection for the switch for 12V outlet. (12V POWER SWITCH) 544 31 21-01
J27: Connection for the forward position light (Traffic kit). (POSITION LIGHT) not used.
J28: Connection to the sensor to indicate the parking brake is activated (SENSOR BRAKE)
/ Cable harness 501 00 90-01. 3 way connector wires marked with number 2.
J29: Connection to the switch for high and low beam. (HIGH/LOW BEAM SWITCH) 544 31 34-01
544 31 34-01
English-158
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J30: Connection for the horn. (HORN) (Traffic kit) / Cable harness 544 88 76-01 Brown + blue wires.
J31: Connection for the switch to signal (HORN SWITCH). 544 31 26-01
J32: Connection for +12 volt in to the circuit card. Pins 1, 2 and 3 lead in +12V. Pins 5 and 6 are negative in
to the card (12V POWER IN) / Cable harness 544 36 98-01. 6 way connector.
J34: Connection for engine; glow plug, starter motor, cooling fan, injection pump (MOTOR CONTROL)
/ Cable harness 544 32 21-01. 6 way connector.
J35: Connection for main relay, that connects the voltage to the circuit card and starter motor
(BATTERY SWITCH) / Cable harness 544 36 98-01 Red + blue wires.
J36: Connection for the alternator's charge regulator (ALTERNATOR R+L) / Cable harness 544 32 22-01
Red + brown wires.
J38: Voltage out to extra equipment, voltage is only available when the engine is running, fuse protected
with the fuse FU5.
(EXTRA POWER 1) / Cable harness 544 45 32-01 Red + blue wires. Used with the extra hydraulic kit
to provide voltage to the power outlet on the hydraulic take-off, can be used for extra lights on the
plough.
J39: Connection for the switch in the driver's seat (SEAT SWITCH) / Cable harness 544 32 30-01
Greenwire.
J40: HIGH SPEED SWITCH 544 31 24-01
J45: Connection for the rotating warning light (Traffic kit). (HAZARD LIGHT) / Cable harness 544 88 76-01
White + blue wires.
J46: Connection for the switch to the rotating warning light (Traffic kit). (HAZARD FLASH LIGHT SWITCH)
544 31 22-01
J47: Negative connection for the fan and injection pump (GND) / Cable harness 544 32 21-01 Blue wire.
J48: Theft protection, fitted at the rear of the circuit card (accessory).
J49: Voltage out to extra equipment, voltage is only available when the engine is running, fuse protected
with the fuse FU7.
(EXTRA POWER 2). +12V on pin 1 and GND on pin 2. Pin 1 is uppermost towards the top edge of the
circuit card.
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Circuit board, placement
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KEYWORD REGISTER
Index A

Differential Lock
Drain plug 67
Drive axle 33

A

33, 140

Abnormal exhaust noise 138
Abnormal noise from the cutting unit 140
Abnormal noise from the transmission 140
Accessories 25
Adapter ferrules 37
Air filter 71
Air filter cartridge 72
Air Pressure 5
Angle gear 34, 60, 94
Antifreeze agent 30
Articulated steering bearings 77
Assembling accessories 86
Automatic 39
Axial piston pump 44

E

B

Fault max speed or idling 138
Feed pressure 31, 44, 54
Feed pump 31
Filing the blades Grinding the blades
Filler screen 46, 110
Filter cartridge 46
Filter cartridge Hydraulic filter 111
Floating position 51
Flow distributor 56
Flushing valve 33, 43, 47
Flushing valve, replacement 115
Four-wheel drive 55
Fuel filter 71
Fuel hose 137
Fuel supply faulty 137
Fuel system 31
Fuel tank 70
Function table solenoid valve 135
Fuses 36

Balancing the blades 97
Battery 36, 37
Battery acid 6
Belt tension 60
Belt tensioner power take-off belt
BioClip plug 58, 97
BITE 38, 41
Blade bearings 95
Bleeding the drive system 81
Brake pedal 78
Bushings in the lift system 89

84

C
Catalytic converter 25
Changing the hydraulic oil 109
Circuit board 36, 38, 99
Circuit card components, placement 157
Circuit diagram 37
Circuit fuses 36, 39
Circuits 37
Coil resistance 124, 137
Combi 132 26
Combi 155 26
Control cylinder 43
Control panel 36
Control system 32
Control unit 32, 43, 45, 48
Control unit, exchange 119
Coolant draining 29
Cooling fan 64, 126
Cooling system 14, 29
Copper-based lubricant 85
Cutting height adjustment 91
Cutting unit 15
Cyclone filter 72
Cylinder drum 44

D
Danfoss manuals 48
Delivery Service 17
Diesel fuel 5
Diff lock 56

Electrical system 14, 36
Emergency glow plug heating 126
Engine 13, 28, 61
Engine cooler 46
Engine Oil 67
Engine overheating 138
Engine temperature sensor 36
Environment protection 8
Excess flow valve 45
Excluding cutting unit 13
Exhaust fumes 138
Eye protection 5

F

97

G
Gate valve 47
Gear pump 44
Gearwheel unit 45
Generator 36, 99
Glow plug heating 125
Ground pressure 92

H
Hand pump 31, 70
Headlight 36
Headlight bulb 103
Hearing protection 5
High pressure washer 81
Holding position 53
Hydraulic cooler 46
Hydraulic diagram 161
Hydraulic filter 43, 46
Hydraulic Hygiene 107
Hydraulic kit 86
Hydraulic kit accessory 25
Hydraulic kit accessory: 25,
Hydraulic motor 45

86
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KEYWORD REGISTER
Hydraulic motor, replacement 118
Hydraulic oil changing 109
Hydraulic Oils 107
Hydraulic pump 43
Hydraulic pump drive system 114
Hydraulic pump working hydraulics 111
Hydraulic System 43
Hydraulic tank 43
Hydraulic tank emptying 110
Hydraulic test equipment 10
Hydrostatic control 73
Hypertext link 3

I
Indicator panel 36, 100, 137
Inductive sensor 15
Injection pump 32
Injection pump defective 137
Inlet strainer 43, 46, 110
Inspection hole 37
Integrated test equipment 41
Interlockings 37

L
Laser tachometer 11
LED 102
LED function table 128
Ledger of changes 4
LEDs 41, 128
LEDs on the circuit board 157
Lifting and lowering 53
Lifting arms 89
Lifting cylinder 43
Lifting cylinder, replacement 120
Light setting 103
Lights 103
Lock handle 35

Oil level hydraulic tank 109
Oil pressure sensor 36, 126
Old oil filters 6
Open ring spanner 9

P
Parallelism 91
Parking brake 35, 80
Parking brake lock 35, 78
Parking brake lock cable 79
Parking brake pedal 78
Partial air in suction line 137
Partial braking 139
Particle trap 72
Pedal 78
Pendling speed 138
Pendulum shaft bushings 77
Perkins Service Manual 28
Phillips 9
Pivot box 44
Placement of circuit board components
Power take-off belt 84
Power take-off shaft 13, 85
Power transmission 33
Pozidrive 9
Pressure limiter 15 bar 47
Pressure Limiting Valve 54
Pressure testing 66
Propeller shaft 34
Protective gloves 5
PTO switch 37
Pump and alternator belt 69

R
Radiator 43, 46, 65
Rear axle 76
Replacing hydraulic filter and screens 110

M

S

Main fuse 36, 39
Main fuses 101
Main relay 36
Manometer 10
Manuals 48
Max. inclination 15
Maximum speed 14
Measure speed 11
Measurement gauge 67
Measuring coupling 10
Measuring nipple kit 10
Miniature circuit breakers
Mixing table 30
Mowing position 51

Safety circuit 37
Safety System 40
Sauer-Danfoss manuals 48
Sensor 102
Sensors‘ LED 42
Serial Number 27
Service actions 17
Service brake Brakes 35
Service position 90
Service schedule 19
Side shifting the cutting unit 87
Signal processing 38
Soft start function 125
Solenoid clutch 36, 37, 82
Solenoid clutch defective 142
Solenoid clutch resistance 83
Solenoid valve 47
Solenoid valve, test, replacement 121
Sparking 7
Specifications 13
Starter 36
Starter motor does not work 137

39

N
Neutral position 73
No gear shift high speed / low speed
Noise emissions 15

O
Oil filter 68
Oil gauge 45
Oil level 67
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KEYWORD REGISTER
Steering cylinder, replacement 120
Switch Chronometer Starter switch 101
Swivel castor bearing 98
Swivel castors 59, 98

T
Test socket 131
The cutting unit's belt 95
The engine runs erratically 138
The engine will not start. 137
Thread system 9
Throttle control 73
Tightening Torques 16, 102
Tilt angle Parallelism 91
Torx 9
Traffic kit: 86
Transmission 14
Transport position 50
Two-wheel drive 57
Type designation 27
Type number 27

V
Valve block 33, 43, 47
Valve block transmission 47
Valve block working hydraulics 47, 117
Valve block, replacement 116
Valve disc 45
Venting screw 70
Venting the fuel system 70
Viscosity 109
Viscosity chart 67

W
Warranty 28
Waste oil 6
Weak battery 104
Weight transfer 51, 59, 121
Wheel brake 80
Wheel motors 43
Working hydraulics 50
Working methods hydraulics

108
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